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RESUMO 

 

O presente trabalho analisa a influência do crédito ao setor privado no ciclo de crédito 

experimentado pela economia brasileira entre 2003 e 2017. A motivação advém das mais 

recentes contribuições teóricas e empíricas publicadas após a crise financeira global sobre o 

papel dos aceleradores financeiros e mecanismos de transmissão em gerar fragilidades 

financeiras de caráter sistêmico. Conclusões em Adrian e Shin (2010) serão o ponto de partida, 

onde fatores que impactam o capital de intermediários financeiros operam como importantes 

canais de propagação de choques. A forte expansão do setor financeiro naquele período, junto 

a um crescimento sem precedentes do endividamento do setor privado, provém um cenário 

propício para testar este insight. Um modelo de Vetor de Correção de Erros (VECM) será 

estimado para identificar tendências comuns entre variáveis reais e financeiras, assim como 

identificar impactos decorrentes de choques e causalidade entre variáveis associadas a crédito, 

alavancagem, atividade, colaterais e oferta de fundos. Desta forma, a pesquisa espera contribuir 

à compressão daquele episódio, assim preenchendo um vácuo no debate polarizado entre 

aqueles que vêm o país como vítima de condições internacionais adversas, e outros que 

responsabilizam uma longa história de políticas econômicas equivocadas pela crise.  

Palavras-Chave: Ciclos Financeiros. Ciclos de Crédito. Crise Financeira. Economia Brasileira. 

VECM.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This monograph evaluates the role played by the credit to the private sector on the boom-bust 

cycle experienced by the Brazilian economy between 2003-2017. The study is motivated by 

recent theoretical and empirical contributions arriving after the Global Financial Crisis on the 

role played by financial accelerators and transmission channels in driving systemic financial 

fragility. It departs from a key insight from Adrian and Shin (2010) where factors affecting the 

equity base of financial intermediaries operate as a powerful transmission channel for shocks. 

The strong expansion of the financial activities during the period, coupled with the unprecedent 

growth of debt and leverage of the non-financial private sector, provide a promising scenario 

to test that insight. A Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) will be applied to identify 

common trends on financial and real variables to help to identify effects from shocks and 

causalities comprising variables related to debt, leverage, activity, collaterals, and funds supply. 

Thus, it aims at shedding new lights on the comprehension of that episode, so filling a gap on 

this debate polarized between those who see Brazil as a victim of a stressed global economy, 

and others who blame a long account of derailing economic policies in driving this fate. 

Key Words: Brazilian Economy. Credit Cycles. Financial Cycles. Financial Crisis. VECM.  
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Introduction 

“Why did no one see it coming?” 

~ Queen Elizabeth II1 

 

The above question was raised by Queen Elizabeth II to academics during a ceremony 

held at LSE in late 2008 on the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC). Along with the 

Queen, the world was shocked upon the unfolding consequences on what it was later confirmed 

as the worst financial crisis ever experienced since 1929. And as confident as it might have 

been the Queen, the world believed that the preceding long period of continuing growth, low 

inflation, and no severe financial crisis – the Great Moderation – was the result of policies 

endorsed by mainstream economics and widely embraced all over the major democratic 

economies. Finally, as both the Queen and most of the world trusted, progress achieved by 

mainstream theories – the ones that supported sophisticated models that claimed to have 

necessarily led to the success of the Great Moderation – was the guarantee behind a desired 

outcome long pursued since the disruptive events of 1929: financial stability.  

The GFC was a painful reality check that shook the intellectual edifice around 

mainstream economics2. If the success of the Great Moderation was presented as the evidence 

of sounding principles that led to financial stability, the GFC brought up vital omissions and 

deep flaws on the theory that are now fostering a profound review. Despite a long history of 

research on finance and macroeconomics, insights did never deserve due attention on Think 

Tanks organized around mainstream fundamentals. Consequently, those contributions have 

never been incorporated into their core models. Now ongoing theoretical efforts converge 

towards leading mainstream’s core to depart from more realistic grounds upon an undisputed 

truth on the key reason why those models failed in anticipating the undesired events experienced 

in the GFC: the negligible role assigned to financial factors in determining economic outcomes. 

Things remarkably changed since then. Contributions to the study of the influence of 

financial factors on economic outcomes have been growing in number and importance upon the 

failure of mainstream to convincingly address causes of financial instability. In stark contrast 

                                                           
 

1 https://www.ft.com/content/50007754-ca35-11dd-93e5-000077b07658 
2 All over the text, references to Mainstream Economics will follow Stiglitz (2018), when only after GFC mainstream started 

to incorporate contributions from ‘market failures’ theories. Works and scholars in this tradition use to be associated with 

mainstream though, therefore some will be surveyed in Session 2.2 as ‘earlier internal critiques’. Thus, Mainstream will be 

approached here as the theories and models where financial factors are near neutral for macroeconomic performance, therefore 

closely associated with neoclassical and RBC economics. 
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to the trends in research prior to that event, the incorporation of financial systems and 

intermediaries into models for determining macroeconomic variables, and the integration of 

financial variables on models to describe macro dynamics, are driving a promising agenda for 

the investigation on the interplay between finance and macroeconomics. The wide attention 

given by academics and professionals, the delineation of streams of research, and early 

consensus already accomplished, are breeding a new generation of macro models where 

financial and real factors are merged to describe emergent stylized facts underlying the recent 

macroeconomic performance.  

To respond to the causes of financial crisis, both empirical and theoretical works have 

been focusing on identifying the process of financial fragility: the dynamics behind the growing 

risk taking by agents that lead to the buildup of macrofinancial imbalances, making the 

economy vulnerable to sudden stops, followed by costly downturns. Fast growth of the credit 

to the private sector3 and leverage – including intermediaries – are identified as the driver for 

the growing fragility and output volatility: during upturns, upon leading booming and 

inflationary effects on output and financial assets, usually coped with excessive leverage and 

speculative positions; in downturns, upon deepening contraction and deflationary moves on 

income, debt, and asset prices, commonly associated with deleveraging and prudential 

strategies. As such, these works have highlighted the importance of the credit to the private 

sector and the pro-cyclical leveraging of households, firms, and intermediaries in shaping 

stylized facts observed on the most recent episodes of business cycles: amplified booms, sharp 

reversals, prolonged recessions, and sluggish recoveries. As a result, indicators related to credit 

to the private sector and leverage of intermediaries are key to understand financial stability.  

The macrofinancial history of Brazil between 2003–2017 provides an interesting 

scenario to test some of the most recent contributions on this context. The unprecedented 

growth of credit to the private sector, the growing share of the financial sector on country’s 

GDP, and the observation of a clearly delineated boom-bust cycle, are evidences that financial 

factors might have played a key role in explaining the Brazilian economic history during this 

period. This essay embraces the challenge of explaining part of this history with the help of 

                                                           
 

3 Credit to the private sector is credit extended to non-financial firms and households. “Credit to non-financial agents” will be 

used interchangeably. 
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econometric methods and theoretical contributions that assign a more active role to finance on 

macro dynamics. The framework followed is inspired on an emergent research trend that applies 

econometric methods on macrofinancial data to (a) improve understanding of historical 

episodes from a macrofinancial perspective, (b) test theories on the influence of financial factors 

in driving macroeconomic performance, and (c) identify emergent stylized facts hidden on the 

data. Rather than tell theoretic stories, let the data speak the empirical history 4. 

In search for the theoretical basis that will guide the econometric strategy, a review of 

a selected literature on the flaws and omissions of mainstream theory on the buildup of financial 

fragilities opens the first session. This will be followed by a survey on both earlier critiques and 

some of the literature that came up after the GFC where financial factors gain prominence in 

driving economic performance and financial crisis. 

Among the contributions surveyed, Adrian and Shin (2010) will be the departing point 

of our empirical investigation. The combination of their key insight and other contributions in 

the same tradition provide an account of the growing financial fragility as follows: the net worth 

of financial intermediaries works as a powerful generator and transmission channel for shocks 

given their role as funding hubs. This stems from upsides (downsides) in assets yielding similar 

results on intermediaries’ equity base, so endogenously determining expansion (contraction) of 

their balance sheets as active management of capital structure is pursued to meet return on 

equity goals (ROE). These movements may ultimately lead a credit cycle when the counterparts 

are expansion (contraction) of credit to the private sector. Tolerance for growing leverage on 

both intermediaries and private agents’ balance sheets coincides with business cycles upturns, 

as fundamentals and outlook are perceived as positive, turning out in pro-cyclical leverage. The 

higher the leverage, the more fragile agents become to default, as small losses may be sufficient 

to wipe out equity and lead them to go bust. Once defaults increase and spread upon the 

interconnection of balance sheets, risk aversion rises, so intermediaries become less tolerant to 

leverage as weaker fundamentals and negative outlook perceptions prevail. A credit crunch 

ensues. Intermediaries and private agents will pursue deleveraging strategies to fix their balance 

sheets, which can lead to further income and prices fall, therefore leverage can grow 

                                                           
 

4 Major reference is the framework applied on the works published by Oscar Jordà, Moritz Schularick, and Alan Taylor on 

the Macrohistory Lab Bonn project, available at www.macrohistory.net.  

http://www.macrohistory.net/
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involuntary, aggravating negative mood for outlook and fundamentals. Intensity (deepening), 

duration, and speed of the boom stage determine the severity and length of the recessions as 

associated to increasing systemic vulnerability. 

This approach to credit cycles also connects directly to models of financial accelerators 

(Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist, 1994), credit rationing (Stiglitz and Weiss, 1981), debt-

deflation (Fisher, 1933), and financial fragility hypothesis (Minsky, 1986). As such, a 

combination of theories on the influence of financial factors in driving economic performance 

will guide a hypothesis for the identification of a candidate for the core mechanism that causes, 

amplifies, and propagates financial fragility: the net worth of financial intermediaries. The 

growth observed on the combined net worth of financial institutions in Brazil in tandem with 

the surge of the credit to the private sector provide an instigating ground to test this insight.  

For this task, an econometric method is applied to enhance our understanding of what 

drove Brazilian economic history over this period. As financial and macroeconomic variables 

tend to exhibit co-movements with a fair degree of synchrony, cointegrating properties are 

explored on variables related to outstanding credit, credit supply, leverage, activity, and asset 

prices.  Upon identifying long-term relationships among those, a Vector Error Correction 

Model (VECM) is estimated to help on the specification of causal relations among variables 

that drive short and long-term macro-dynamics: cointegrating equations enable identification 

of credit supply and demand functions; impulse-response functions estimate how variables react 

from shocks arriving from other variables; variance decompositions evaluate moves observed 

in a variable from the combination of co-moves detected from other variables. As such, a 

VECM helps to identify transmissions channels and financial accelerators that drove the credit 

cycle observed between 2003-17. Thus, rather than forecasting, the VECM is applied to help 

us on telling part of the Brazilian macrofinancial history over the period studied. 

Most of the analysis on the causes of the Brazilian crisis can be grouped in two classes: 

one elaborates on the spillovers from the sharp and profound downturn experienced globally 

from events observed during that period – GFC, Euro sovereign crisis, China rebalancing, and 

consequent end of a booming commodity cycle. The other sees the crisis as a ‘fiscal-led’ type 

because of a long account of derailing economic policies. Yet few approached the contribution 

of domestic financial intermediaries and the private sector to this fate. Therefore, this work 

extends the analysis to assess the role played by both agents in fostering their own financial 

fragility that headed Brazil to experience its worst and deepest crisis in history. 
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1. Literature Review 

“Take this takeaway: ‘Finance’ is ‘Real’” 

~ Paul McCulley  

 

Although there is a long tradition of works on the interplay between macroeconomics 

and finance (Fisher, 1933; Minsky, 1982), only upon the GFC mainstream resumed this 

sidelined approach. In fact, classical versions of the standard literature used to downplay that 

importance, when not just ignored (Schularick and Taylor, 2012). Models leading to general 

equilibrium could be achieved without reference to financial systems nor money (Calvo, 2013), 

thus neutral for output determination. Unrealistic assumptions underlying hypothetical-

deductive models led to conclusions on the unimportance of financial factors to understand 

economic outcomes, including intermediaries’ activity, flows and stocks of credit and debt 

(Ryan-Collins, 2016). Departing from idealistic grounds, normative conclusions were 

embraced as positive economics (Blanchard, 2016), having important implications on policies 

supporting the Great Moderation that led to GFC. The fast and continuous growth of the credit 

to the private sector to GDP in the last decades (Borio and Dranehmen, 2011), off-balance 

strategies that circumvented regulatory concerns of excessive leverage of financial 

intermediaries (Blinder, 2012), and innovations that leveraged systemic risks, had all passed 

unnoticed on mainstream models. Although warning claims were raised inside mainstream 

realms (Rajan, 2006, Stiglitz, 2000), growing leverage was not seen as leading to a riskier 

scenario by the most though; on the contrary, celebrated as a positive externality from the 

combination of (a) policies that succeeded in lowering output volatility and controlling 

inflation, and (b) technological progress reflected in sophisticated risk management tools, broad 

variety of financial instruments and intermediation vehicles, and lower transaction costs – not 

much far from the ideal of “complete markets”. As such, it had been seen as sounding evidences 

of financial stability as a result (Kohn, 2005).  

 

2.1. Veil and Invisible Hand: Financial Factors in Mainstream Theory 

Mainstream economics enjoyed a dominant position in academic, professional, and 

policy groups, so the view financial factors play a minor role in explaining economic facts 

prevailed. When present, these were overall described as ‘technologies’ to help agents to 

smooth consumption and income across time. Major function is to optimize transactions (Allen 

and Gale, 2007): facilitating exchanges, provision of insurance against liquidity shocks, and 
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ensuring efficiency on cross-sectional and intertemporal risk sharing (Allen and Gale, 1997). 

In most traditional mainstream works, intermediaries were not modeled as agents, thus had no 

preferences defined, neither profit maximization goals, nor smoothing strategies to pursue as 

agents do. In other words, there were no ‘microfoundations’ defining behavior and goals, thus 

no impact on income determination. As a result, the role played by intermediaries and financial 

factors were a combination of a ‘veil’, as no effect on output determination, and ‘invisible hand’, 

as technologies lead the economy to more efficient outcomes upon helping agents pursuing 

their optimization goals – as oppose to the state of ‘autarky’. 

Credit to the private sector did not deserve much attention either. When it did, it 

worked as a tool to intermediaries perform their functions. Systemic risks arising from credit 

and default prospects, associated to the heterogeneity of risk positions and capital structure, 

systemically linked across a chain of interconnected assets and liabilities, were overruled from 

three cornerstone theories of financial economics: Markowitz Portfolio Selection (Markowitz, 

1952), Efficient Market Hypothesis (Malkiel and Fama, 1970), and Modigliani-Miller 

Indifference Theorem (Modigliani and Miller, 1958). Conclusions from these theories are 

necessary deductions from core assumptions where all microfoundations lied on: an economy 

populated by agents with rational expectations, interacting in complete markets and under 

perfect competition, where risk and uncertainty associated to future outcomes are quantifiable 

and hedgeable. In this setting, agents are risk-neutral and behavior is homogeneous, so it can 

be modeled from a representative agent. In this market microstructure, markets clear in prices, 

so asset prices reflect fundamentals5.  

Mainstream’s notion of risk is associated to the volatility of asset prices and quantified 

from standard-deviations of observed fluctuations (Taylor, 2010). Volatility ensues when 

agents adjust portfolios upon the arrival of new information affecting fundamental prices, as 

concluded by the Efficient Market Hypothesis (Malkiel and Fama, 1970). As a result, prices 

reflect fundamental values to the best of agents’ knowledge. Under rational expectations, 

agents react to risks upon taking positions on assets based on the probability distributions of 

asset prices to meet risk-return preferences, so an accurate set of expected outcomes is available. 

Knowledge of these outcomes enables agents to optimize risk-return objective functions upon 

diversifying or hedging risks away in complete and competitive markets, the baseline structure 

                                                           
 

5 Prices on fundamentals mean price equals to the present value of expected future free cash flows. 
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in the Markowitz Portfolio Selection theory (Markowitz, 1952). This in practice overrules 

uncertainty on asset returns, as much as material effects from debtors and counterparts default 

risks. In this economy, credit assets are one out of many assets agents may hold to support 

intertemporal strategies. On the same token, debt is one out of the many instruments an agent 

can raise to finance position in assets for equal purposes. Credit risk, as any other class of risk, 

is also defined accordingly, thus quantifiable as per the same framework. Dynamics of perfect 

competition and complete markets ensure all asset prices reflect fundamentals.  

Non-financial assets present on agents’ balance sheets, such as equities, real estate, 

and direct investments6, are cleared in a similar fashion: once these investments are selected 

and carried out by rational agents in complete markets, no fundamental uncertainty will lie on 

the asset side related to expected returns and cash flows – insurance for any prospective scenario 

are present, probability distributions of future income are known, so positive net-present values 

of expected cash flows guide investment decisions. 

In sum, portfolio value will reflect the sum of fundamental values of assets held by 

rational-optimizing agents in complete and competitive markets. As we see, fundamental prices 

of both real and financial assets do not reflect the capital structure set to support positions on 

these, so agents should be indifferent to the composition of debt and equity as a result. In other 

words, equity and debt are perfect substitutes to each other in this economy, so both can be 

raised interchangeably. This is the essence of the Modigliani-Miller Indifference Theorem 

(Modigliani and Miller, 1958)7: equity and debt are mere instruments to finance agents’ 

strategies in pursuing their goals. Leverage, as a result, should not be an issue. 

Microfoundations and those theories are the pillars of mainstream financial economics. 

Key conclusions from this combination: (a) Credit assets can be treated as riskless, apart from 

exogenous and unanticipated shocks. This is the result of no fundamental uncertainties on future 

income from assets held – probability distributions of expected outcomes are known, complete 

markets permit portfolios to be hedged and diversified away, competitive markets spread risks 

and lead prices to fundamentals; (b) combinations of equity and debt have no effect on asset 

                                                           
 

6 Direct investments mean positions on assets related to the operating activities and fixed assets of firms.   
7 The only concession granted to reality in the original paper is relaxing the assumption of no tax on debt. Under this scenario, 

the value of leveraged firms is higher than that of unleveraged ones, as leveraged firms will generate more free cash flow for 

equity upon having positive pre-tax income. The other assumptions are preserved though, including no-bankruptcy costs and 

rational-optimizing agents, as well as core concepts, such as risk 
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values, so agents shall be indifferent to capital structure for risk assessments; (c) balance sheets 

are, therefore, a simple account of equity and debt raised to support assets held, as no risks arise 

from positions on assets and compositions of liabilities. Thus, no risks associated to excessive 

leverage and refinancing prospects on the liability side, concentration nor liquidity risks on the 

asset side, counterpart, connectedness, and contagion risks on intertwined balance sheets. Credit 

– as any other financial asset or liability – is another technology for savers and borrowers to 

meet their intertemporal goals, thus neutral for output determination. 

Those assumptions were the ground from where mainstream macroeconomic models 

had been built upon. Notwithstanding unrealistic, conclusions were taken as descriptive and 

applicable to real world circumstances, so having important policy implications. This is brought 

by Blanchard (2015) on a critique to DSGE models, the workhorse framework that have been 

guiding modern mainstream research:  

They (DSGE models) are based on unappealing assumptions. Not just 

simplifying assumptions, as any model must, but assumptions profoundly 

at odds with what we know about consumers and firms. 

 

Conclusions drawn on credit, equity, and debt as instruments to help agents’ meeting 

their intertemporal goals were extended to intermediaries: these actors were not modeled as 

agents, but also as instruments or technologies existing for the same purpose. As a result, their 

balance sheets were mere conduits to make less costly and more efficient connections between 

savers and borrowers, interacting in another mainstream construct without connection to reality: 

a market of loanable funds, cleared upon an equilibrium interest rate matching credit demand 

and supply. For mainstream, credit markets clear as any other commodity market, i.e., via price 

adjustment to settle equilibrium between supply and demand. Creditors are driven by interest-

rate as any other commodity supplier, and debtors are not credit-rationed by creditors based on 

balance-sheet fundamentals when interacting with rational-optimizing, risk-neutral lenders in a 

complete and competitive market of loanable funds. In the arrival of shocks, market clears via 

rates to restore equilibrium between savers and borrowers, even connected thru intermediaries.         

At macro level, the continuum of optimizing agents with rational expectations, 

modeled homogeneously as the aggregate of a single representative agent, interacting in 

complete and competitive markets where risks and uncertainties are efficiently hedged, leads 

the economy necessarily to the Pareto-efficient general equilibrium. The indicators that the 

economy lies on this equilibrium are output on potential and real interest rates at neutral level 
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– the contemporaneous version of Adam Smith’s invisible hand, sophisticatedly framed in 

DSGE models. Deviations are related productivity shocks, yet self-correction forces operate 

from the same principles that describe agents’ behavior when new information arrives and 

portfolios are adjusted, delayed when frictions and market imperfections are in place. 

To lead the economy to the general equilibrium, Taylor Rule became the golden rule 

guiding monetary policy: minimize a loss function of gaps on output-to-potential and inflation-

on-target. The single instrument to meet this goal is managing interest rates from the neutral 

level to make both indicators converge to targets – necessary to cope with nominal rigidities 

and frictions that delay a sharp return towards the long-term equilibrium (Woodford, 2001). 

The loss function does not comprise indicators of financial fragility, such as spreads, credit 

growth, lending standards, asset-price volatility, etc. One policy instrument (interest rates), two 

indicators (GDP gap and inflation target), and the holy grail of financial stability was ensured.  

Rested on microfoundations unfolded up to macroeconomics, financial crisis cannot 

be endogenously generated, an implausible event upon conclusions from DSGE models’ 

outcomes (Stiglitz, 2018). Credit to the private sector, financial innovations, and practices 

circumventing regulations and concealing leverage remained far from Central Banks models 

devised to guide policies to ensure financial stability. Thus, once targets set to inflation and 

output were achieved, everything else should lie on fundamentals, so financial stability ensued. 

The possibility of financial crisis from the chain reaction upon the collapse of overleveraging 

strategies on private balance sheets, the burst of leveraged bubbles, and credit and liquidity 

crunches, tended to be overruled on standard mainstream models.  

Although outcomes from these models rested on unrealistic assumptions, they did 

guide policy options over the major democratic economies. Yet many believed the splendid 

technological progress in financial markets were filling the gap between reality and the idea of 

complete and competitive markets. Thus, policies were trusted to generate realistic and accurate 

outputs, enhancing perception that economic theory had finally devised tools to ensure financial 

stability, as believed during the Great Moderation (Kohn, 2005).  

 

2.2. Credit and Intermediaries Do Affect Economic Performance: Influential Earlier 

Internal Critiques on Mainstream 

Despite dominance and success, some earlier voices associated to the mainstream 

tradition had tried to bring more realistic features to models prior to GFC upon granting a 
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prominent role to credit supply on output determination. A warning claim for the risks of 

omissions or negligence on how credit affects macroeconomic performance is found in Stiglitz 

(2000). The scholar denounces what he calls ‘intellectual ignorance’ with large economic costs 

as evident on failures of policy makers in preventing, identifying, and coping with the 

consequences of increasing financial risks, as much as inability to provide proper responses in 

downturns. Stiglitz criticizes the reliance on structural models based on mainstream tenets that 

ignored the behavior of financial sectors. He condemns the lack of attention to bankruptcy and 

default risks from that view, so stressing the importance that the deterioration on credit 

conditions plays in deepening downturns. Finally, the laureated identifies the weakness of 

financial systems at the core of the macroeconomic fragility that leads to financial instability. 

In sum, inability to identify the process of financial fragility is behind the incapacity of policy 

makers to cope with the costly consequences of financial crisis upon reliance in mainstream 

models. Financial systems do affect the course of business cycles, credit conditions are an 

important driver for economic performance, so stabilization policies should focus on the 

stability of financial systems and credit conditions.    

Attempts to bring more realistic features to mainstream framework came in the form 

of market failures: adverse selection, moral hazard, and asymmetric information. These works 

provide valuable insights to a better understanding of the macro-dynamics when financial 

factors assume a prominent role in describing economic performance, mainly when 

intermediaries extend credit to non-financial agents. 

Two core insights on the dynamics of credit supply and economic performance were 

developed much earlier than the Great Moderation: Models of Credit Rationing and Financial 

Accelerator. Both have been revamped and are strongly influencing research after GFC. They 

are key to understand recent stylized facts on business cycles upon the progressive and stronger 

influence exerted by credit supply conditions and to the private sector in particular. 

The model of Credit Rationing appeared first in Stiglitz and Weiss (1981). Both 

pioneered on identifying that creditors use to ration credit as oppose to adjust prices (spreads) 

on handling with market failures. This contrasts with mainstream’s views where prices reflect 

fundamentals, risks are accurately quantifiable, and uncertainty can be efficiently mitigated by 

hedging or diversification strategies – the view that the market of loanable funds clears on 

“price” under complete and perfectly competitive markets. Models of credit rationing have 

different conclusions: lenders prefer quantity (credit) than price rationing to cope with default 
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risks arising from market failures. These models show that credit markets do not clear via 

interest rates as devised in mainstream theories. This invalidates the major construct through 

which credit markets had been modeled: the market of loanable funds, as credit is essentially 

bi-laterally settled. Interest rates here are seen as fostering risks associated with adverse 

selection, asymmetric information, and moral hazard. High rates, for instance, lead borrowers 

to withdraw less-risky projects, and motivate riskier projects to be carried out – outcomes 

compatible to assumptions of rational-optimizing, risk neutral agents. 

The Financial Accelerator extends insights provided by the credit rationing approach. 

On Bernanke, Gertler, and Gilchrist (1994), credit conditions depend not only on debtors’ 

fundamentals, but also those of creditors as well, whose decision effects are spread upon the 

operation of transmission channels, notably thru the interconnection between balance sheets of 

intermediaries, savers, and borrowers. Financial institutions are not mere conduits whom 

existence is justified upon connecting borrowers and savers in a more efficient fashion. In other 

words, intermediaries are not just a ‘technology’; they are agents too upon voluntary affecting 

the course of economic events when actively pursuing their own objectives as much as are 

affected by others’ decisions on the same pursuit. Their position as a funding hub assigns a key 

role in the dynamics for the determination of macroeconomic performance.  

Financial Accelerators operate upon creditors’ decisions to extend credit. In 

downturns, credit is rationed upon weaker balance sheets from lower activity, asset deflation, 

and credit defaults. The consequent shortfall of cash flows, higher leverage, and unexpected 

losses affect both creditors and debtors’ balance sheets, having major implications for output 

performance: on aggregate demand when consumption and investment plans are frustrated upon 

restrictions to access marginal credit lines as per weaker fundamentals or negative outlook; on 

aggregate supply, the more reliant on debt firms are to finance working capital and investment 

needs. Accelerators also operate when banks need to restore and downsize their balance sheets 

(deleverage, liquidity, and exposure concerns). This may slacken recovery, deepen recession, 

or trigger a depression upon a snowball of defaults dragging down households, firms, and 

intermediaries. The financial accelerator can operate the other way around, i.e., under softening 

credit standards, accelerating growth, growing leverage, and inflating bubbles.  

The Financial Accelerator model was a key contribution on identifying potential 

sources for economic instability arising from the (a) interconnection of assets and liabilities of 

private agents and intermediaries, (b) changing in lending standards, and (c) the importance of 
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capital structure and cash flow of debtors for meeting their credit needs. Yet authors see the 

credit channel as an enhancement mechanism that propagate and amplify shocks rather than an 

independent channel causing them. Nevertheless, this approach breaks up with most classical 

tenets of mainstream economics: intermediaries are agents, pursue their own goals, and stylized 

behavior can generate disruptions, even conceived as reactions to exogenous shocks; capital 

structure and cash flows affect creditworthiness, and intertwined balance sheets can propagate 

and amplify shocks from creditors’ reactions on their decision to extend credit.     

Other earlier contributions extended on these seminal approaches upon modeling 

dynamic features suggested by both. Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) highlight the role of collateral 

values on credit supply and output volatility. The economy has credit-constrained borrowers 

who can marginally borrow against collateral. Rise of collateral values increases borrowers’ 

capacity to raise further debt, which can be invested to acquire further assets that serve as 

collateral, so causing positive feedbacks on asset values and credit supply. Yet shocks that push 

asset prices down lead agents to involuntarily increase leverage. This constrains marginal 

borrowing, consequently reducing demand for assets and leading prices to further falls. This is 

exacerbated when borrowers are forced to unwind their capital structure and sell assets to meet 

financial obligations, thus negatively affecting output. The authors concluded that the dynamic 

interaction between credit limits and asset prices is an important channel through which the 

effects of shocks on output persist and magnify. As such, even small or temporary shocks to 

technology or income distribution can lead to large and long fluctuations on output and asset 

prices. This challenges mainstream conclusions upon showing that, once asset prices fall 

because of market clearing, debtors can default because capacity to meet debt services comes 

from asset values posted as collateral – asset values can go down, but debt schedules are fixed. 

During upturns, prices grow more than debt services. Once this is reversed, financial strategies 

reliant on this outlook collapse. Consequently, market can clear asset prices, but credit markets 

do not clear via prices as commodity markets. In Allen and Gale (2000), contagion effects arise 

from changes in liquidity preferences of depositors. The extent to which assets are liquidated at 

fire-sale prices that prove insufficient to meet withdrawals, the bank defaults. In the existence 

of interbank markets, losses can be spread thru the interconnection of banks’ balance sheets. 

Financial instability can also arise when interbank market freezes due to a liquidity rush and 

sharp increases on risk aversion, as observed in the most stressed moments during GFC.   
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These contributions achieved some recognition in mainstream circles, yet had never 

been incorporated to their core framework. Thus, those were relegated as academic variations 

of standard models, featured as theoretical exercises as neither much gains were identified from 

the “pure” models when history was confronted, nor forecasts arising from perturbations on 

these extensions seemed plausible to occur in reality. 

 

2.3. Credit and Intermediaries in the Spotlight: Mainstream After the GFC 

The GFC was a turning point: a growing body of research has emerged to respond for 

the causes and consequences of financial instability. Realistic features are introduced as 

deviations from the first best allocation in the form of ‘frictions’; agents make decisions facing 

risks brought by ‘market failures’. In the presence of these, credit remain below the first best 

(Brunnermeier, 2012). Therefore, the introduction of ‘market failures’ seem to indicate how far 

the ‘reality’ has headed us from, or where the ‘right policies’ can lead us to.  

Brunnermeier (2012) surveys the macro implications of financial frictions:  

Financial frictions lead to persistence and, when combined with illiquidity, 

to non-linear amplification effects. Risk is endogenous and liquidity 

spirals cause financial instability. Increasing margins further restrict 

leverage and exacerbate downturns. A demand for liquid assets and a role 

for money emerges. The market outcome is generically not even 

constrained efficient and the issuance of government debt can lead to a 

Pareto improvement. While financial institutions can mitigate frictions, 

they introduce additional fragility and, through their erratic money 

creation, harm price stability.8 

To arrive on these conclusions, an important part of this work surveys and extends 

insights from ‘earlier critiques’. Thus, intermediaries, on their role in extending credit, and the 

lending standards arising from their fundamentals and strategies exert a key influence on output 

determination. Financial factors are no longer a ‘veil’ and their operation do not work as an 

‘invisible hand’ that leads the economy to the first-best allocation. Risks arise endogenously 

upon the operation of frictions and existence of market failures. Intermediaries play a pivotal 

role in either mitigating or amplifying risks upon money creation in the form of credit.  

                                                           
 

8 Brunnermeier, Markus K., Thomas M. Eisenbach, and Yuliy Sannikov. Macroeconomics with financial frictions: A survey. 

No. w18102. National Bureau of Economic Research, 2012. 
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A new generation of DSGE models were built upon the existence of frictions where 

financial crisis is a likely outcome. Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Trabandt (2018) group 

researches in two classes: one focuses on frictions arising inside financial institutions, the other 

on borrowers from these institutions. In both, intermediaries are modeled as agents and gain 

some protagonism to explain economic outcomes. Most of the works still see crisis ensuing 

from exogenous, multi-sourced shocks. In Christiano et al. (2014), technological-led shocks 

coexist with those from innovations on agents’ Euler equation on demand for risk-free assets, 

or from increases in spreads from changes in households’ first-order conditions for optimal 

capital accumulation. So shocks arrive exogenously upon some arbitrary change in parameters 

or innovations – shocks are not microfounded. Effects will be more intense in recessions as 

oppose to near the steady-state, as in Gertler, Kiyotaki, and Prestipino (2017), or when affecting 

the riskiness of firms and, thus, their creditworthiness (Christiano, Motto, and Rostagno, 2014). 

Although some microfoundations are relaxed, core assumptions remain present in most of these 

works: a representative agent pursuing smoothing intertemporal goals of maximizing utility 

under rational expectations9. Stiglitz (2018) criticizes this preservation as not realistic as per 

how firms and consumers actually behave, ultimately leading to inconsistent results. 

In Blanchard (2016), DSGE is preserved as the core “architecture” for macro 

modeling. This means starting from explicit microfoundations, yet open to findings from other 

fields in economic research, such as behavioral economics, big data, and partial equilibrium 

estimates. However, the author also admits this “architecture” might not be suitable to all 

questions and needs whom answers and solutions are expected to be provided by economics. 

Models for historical evaluation, forecasting, or policy guidance seek frameworks that better fit 

data, even at the expense of full theoretical compliance, so more reliant on lagged variables or 

cointegrating relations than in microfoundations. Conversely, DSGE models are more suited to 

explore the niche of “theoretical purity”. In sum, openness to integrate theoretical insights from 

other field of economics, as well as coexistence with complementary models upon the 

recognition of limitations to definitely address all economic questions, are expected to lead 

mainstream and DSGE models to more realistic foundations and outcomes. 

                                                           
 

9
 In Gertler, Kiyotaki, and Prestipino (2017), households are split between a representative Banker and a Worker. However, 

both know the consequences of a crisis with the associated probabilities – so risks are still quantifiable to a large degree.       
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2.4. Empirical works on credit and macroeconomics after GFC 

In the spirit of Blanchard (2016), empirical works sought answers and solutions to 

questions and challenges microfounded DSGE models find difficult to convincingly address. 

Those attempt to shed lights on stylized facts and historical episodes from the dynamics ensued 

by the macrofinancial aggregates rather than from microfoundations. The literature surveyed 

here are those which empirical methods are applied to investigate how credit affects 

macroeconomic performance to test or find new theoretical underpinnings.   

Jordà, Schularick and Taylor (2012) found that, after WWII, there was an increasing 

dissociation between growth of lending assets and broad money as the core liability in banks’ 

balance sheets. Banks became more reliant on wholesale and interbank funding to support their 

credit activities. This process is closely associated to the fast growth of the credit to the private 

sector, had been associated with financial deepening (good booms), yet followed by increasing 

leverage of both intermediaries and non-financial agents in tandem with the more frequency 

financial crisis have been observed (bad booms). This also responds for the fact credit booms 

have often preceded episodes of financial instability. Thus, fast growth of credit to the private 

sector has become the most significant single predictor of financial crisis. 

The basic mechanism thru where credit affects economic performance can be found in 

Werner (2012), where a Quantitative Theory of Credit (CQT) is contrasted to the Quantitative 

Theory of Money (MQT) to explain changes in GDP from credit flows as oppose from money 

supply. Credit is decomposed in functional allocations: to finance GDP activities (consumption 

and investment, henceforth ‘C-GDP’) and non-GDP (existing assets and financial assets, ‘N-

GDP’). CQT has two equations: one links C-GDP to income and output as measured by GDP; 

the second connects N-GDP to the creation and acquisition of financial and existing assets. 

This approach provides good hints to respond to recent historical episodes and stylized 

facts: N-GDP might be behind the rising credit-to-GDP ratio stemming from the growing debt 

raised and long repayment schedule to the acquisition of existing assets (mortgages mostly). 

The larger share of financial instruments on balance sheets in general also supports this view. 

Other fact this approach can respond is the non-inflationary effects verified upon the massive 

money creation from QE policies, and why large GDP gaps persisted in the first years after 

GFC: QE might not have revamped C-GDP as fast as policy makers expected. Empirical 

support is found in Ryan-Collins, 2016: causality tests between credit and GDP concluded C-
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GDP Granger causes GDP growth. Arcand, Berkes, and Panizza (2015) found positive 

correlation between credit and growth for non-financial corporations (funding investments and 

working capital for production and sales, C-GDP), while uncorrelated for households (mostly 

mortgage on existing houses, N-GDP).   

But what drives credit cycles and their impacts? Adrian and Shin (2010) see the core 

lever in the reaction of intermediaries to Mark-to-Market (MTM) and Value-at-Risk (V@R) 

practices. On one hand, asset valuation leads to lower leverage upon increasing net worth, so 

prospects for lower return on capital10 arise. This leads banks to look for opportunities to expand 

portfolio to sustain return on equity performance (ROE). Asset devaluations lead to the opposite 

effect, when fire-sales, aiming at bringing involuntary leverage down, increase leverage as 

losses consume equity, thus intensifying downsize strategies. This shed lights on how Financial 

Accelerators operate endogenously from intermediaries reacting to their own fundamentals. As 

credit to the private sector is an important part of intermediaries’ assets, larger output volatility 

may ensue. Impacts are more relevant the larger financial activities’ share of country’s income 

is, and the more leveraged non-financial agents are (Palley, 2012). In Claessens, Kose, and 

Terrones, 2012, credit to the private sector is behind longer durations, greater amplitudes, and 

wider output and price volatility as observed in the most recent business cycles episodes. These 

outcomes have been identified as emergent stylized facts featuring credit-led cycles, sadly in 

tandem with the higher frequency financial crashes have been observed as well (Schularick and 

Taylor, 2012). In Classens et al., 2012, credit and business cycles are distinguished to enhance 

the influence of the former on the latter. Thus, business cycles phases will be steeper or flatter 

depending on the credit cycle stages: recoveries are faster to reach pre-recession levels when 

coupled with credit booms, while taking longer when paired with contractions. In other words, 

credit cycles upturns support longer booms and faster recoveries, yet downward inflections tend 

to be profound and sharper when led by credit cycles downturns. Similar conclusions are found 

in Schularick and Taylor, 2012, who added that recessions from financial crisis are costlier as 

per lost output when compared to normal recessions. 

                                                           
 

10 Since equity has a residual claim on the banks’ assets, models of return on equity (ROE) assign a higher cost of equity when 

compared to the cost of debt. Once equity grows relatively to debt on banks’ capital structure from MTM accounting, a larger 

equity base is in place, so the weighted-average cost of capital increases (WACC). As a result, ROE goes down if banks’ do 

not restore previous leverage levels, which lead them to expand debt and take additional positions on assets. 
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Finally, not all credit booms end in financial crisis. Growth of credit to the private 

sector is beneficial for economic development when associated with financial depth as in 

Arcand, Berkes, and Panizza (2015). The authors show benefits are larger when credit is 

allocated to finance productive assets on countries with low credit penetration and small-to-

medium financial sectors. Barajas, Dell’Ariccia, and Lechenko (2007) associate Good Booms 

to financial deepening, bank supervision, and trade openness. Gorton and Odoñez (2016) found 

that credit booms followed by sustained increases in total factor productivity (TFP) do not end 

in financial crisis. Although not clearly explained there, increases in TFP improve agents’ 

capacity to meet debt service as associated with income growth. Similar conclusion in Mendoza 

and Terrones (2008), who found no association between credit booms and financial crisis when 

the former is led by improving TFP, capital inflows, and financial reforms. 
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3. Research Questions, Econometric Strategy, and Model Results 

“One thing (is) to build a theoretical model, another (is) to give rules for choosing the facts 

to which the theoretical model is to be applied. One thing (is) to choose the model from the 

field of mathematics, another (is) thing to classify and measure objects of real life.” 

~ Katarina Juselius,  

 

 

3.1. Research Questions 

This essay plans to empirically identify drivers and test the role played by financial 

accelerators on the credit cycle experienced in Brazil during 2003-17. Based on theoretic 

insights, changes in the net worth of intermediaries will be tested as the core lever behind co-

movements observed on leverage and credit to the private sector, as well as for other financial 

and real variables. Questions to be empirically addressed: 

a. Has there been a pro-cyclical relationship between the equity of financial institutions in 

(NW) and the credit extended to the domestic private sector (CRED_SP), to the extent 

that an important part of that credit cycle can be explained by this relationship? 

b. Can credit supply and demand functions be empirically estimated to evaluate the drivers 

for the leverage and growth of the credit to the private sector during the period studied?   

c. Once NW procyclically drives CRED_SP, what are the transmission channels from the 

operation of these financial accelerators on other variables included in the system? 

 

3.2. Data and Variables  

Data have quarterly frequency, from Q1 2003 to Q4 2017. Table 3.1 presents a 

summary. Some data were used only for calculation of other variables (from levels to ratios and 

vice-versa), so those will not enter directly into the model estimated in this work. The following 

description of the variables are restricted to those that will be comprised into the model 

estimated and described later in this session. 

ABS_GDP: Proxy for private sector expenditure-to-income ratio. Since credit 

expansion (contraction) can lead expenditures to grow (decline) faster than income, it is a useful 

indicator of the real effects of credit flows in income and output.  
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COLLAT: Proxy for the price of assets pledged as collateral. This choice reflects: (a) 

a large fraction of the credit expansion in Brazil was related to mortgages and durable goods 

financing (asset-based lending), (b) collateral value is an important factor in credit decisions.  

 

Table 3.1: Data summary 

 

 

CRED_RATIO: Proportion of the outstanding credit to the private non-financial 

sector on GDP. According to BIS, outstanding credit is the Total Credit to Private Non-

Financial Sectors as measured by BIS. Creditors comprise many sources: “domestic banks, 

other financial corporations, non-financial corporations and non-residents”11, lending to 

domestic debtors represented by households, non-financial firms, and non-profit institutions 

serving households. Likewise leverage ratios relating income flows to stock of debt at agents’ 

level (net-debt-to-EBITDA for non-financial corporations, debt-service-to-income ratios for 

households), CRED_RATIO is a proxy for leverage of the private non-financial sector.  

                                                           
 

11 BIS Statistical Bulletin, June 2018, page 281. 

VARIABLE DATA FORMAT DEFINITION SOURCE REMARKS

ABS Domestic Absorption Level         

BRL million

Domestic Consumption 

plus Investments by the 

private sector

IBGE Prices as of 1995, 

seasonally adjusted

ABS_GDP ABS-GSP Ratio Ratio Share of ABS on GDP IBGE Prices as of 1995, 

seasonally adjusted

CDI Interbank rate Level Benchmark reference rate 

for interbank fund's market

BCB Annualized at the 

quarter assessed

COLLAT IVG-R Index Trend of residential real 

estate pledged as collateral 

to banks

BCB Deflated, IPCA

CRED_RATIO Credit-to-GDP Ratio Ratio CRED_SP over GDP BIS Nihil

CRED_SP Volume of credit from 

various sources

Level         

BRL million

Credit outstanding to 

domestic non-financial 

private sector

BIS, IBGE Extracted from 

CRED_RATIO applied 

to annual GDP

DDD Dummy variables Binary, 0-1 Dummy variables to 

enhance modelinig 

specification

Author Nihil

GDP Gross Domestic 

Porduct

Level         

BRL million

Sum of ABS plus net 

export and government 

consumption

IBGE Prices as of 1995, 

seasonally adjusted

NW Combined net worth of 

Financial institutions 

for regulatory purposes

Level         

BRL million

Tier-1 plus Tier-2 capital, 

plus/minus other items

BCB Deflated, IPCA
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CRED_SP: Derived from CRED_RATIO times GDP over the last 4 quarters. 

DDD: Dummies assigned to control for events that led data to outlie stochastic trends, 

mostly related to identified facts: Outlier on COLLAT (Q4 2016), Lehman Brothers’ 

bankruptcy associated to GFC’s inception (Q3 2008), unexpected switch in monetary policy 

guidance (Q2 and Q3 2011), strong surge in inflation amidst deep GDP contraction and 

restrictive monetary policy (Q4 2014, Q3 2015), scandals affecting large corporate borrowers 

(Q2 and Q3 2017). 

NW: Proxy for the consolidated net worth of financial institutions operating in Brazil, 

measured by the sum of Tier-1 and Tier-2 capital of institutions supervised by the Central Bank. 

Table 3.2 presents descriptive statistics.  

Sample: 2003Q1 2017Q4

CRED_RATIO ABS_GDP CRED_PS COLLAT NW CDI

 Mean  61.46000  83.56994  666228.9  137.7944  107852.7  12.81883

 Median  61.75000  84.57392  676277.8  143.0008  118707.5  11.98000

 Maximum  76.80000  89.06781  916217.3  193.2026  148634.7  26.25000

 Minimum  48.60000  76.98756  424624.8  81.44029  60280.45  6.940000

 Std. Dev.  9.008211  4.049541  174427.0  35.89807  29880.05  4.188183

 Skewness  0.005150 -0.292085 -0.062909 -0.169416 -0.417279  1.162525

 Kurtosis  1.548302  1.646878  1.439347  1.612659  1.713463  4.612819

 Jarque-Bera  5.268832  5.430489  6.128666  5.098807  5.879159  20.01761

 Probability  0.071761  0.066189  0.046685  0.078128  0.052888  0.000045

 Sum  3687.600  5014.197  39973736  8267.667  6471161.  769.1300

 Sum Sq. Dev.  4787.724  967.5281  1.80E+12  76031.60  5.27E+10  1034.912

 Observations  60  60  60  60  60  60  

Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics 

 

3.3. Econometric Strategy 

The credit cycle experienced in Brazil during 2003-2017 provides fertile data to assess 

interactions between financial and real variables to explain economic results. One of the most 

suitable methods for this task is to test the existence of cointegrating relations among variables. 

In a multivariate context, assuming endogenous cross-determination, long-term stable 

relationships (convergent co-movements), and common stochastic trend of a set of variables 

selected, the vector error-correction model (VECM) is a great framework for that investigation. 
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Granger pairwise causality test indicates most of the variables precedes (Granger-

cause) another as shown in Table 3.3: 

 
Table 3.3: Granger causality tests 

 

 

Null hypothesis is stated at each pair of variables tested. Tests were performed for one 

lag as this will be the number of lags of the model estimated later. Important to highlight that 

NW Granger causes all variables, but ABS_GDP at 5% confidence, while all variables Granger 

cause NW, but COLLAT. Therefore, NW seems to be an important element to explain co-

moves with other variables, as much as the other variables might be essential to track NW 

variations. Moreover, there is mutual Granger causality between NW and CRED_SP. 

 
On the other hand, all variables are preceded by ABS_GDP, while the latter is not 

preceded by any variable, but CRED_RATIO. This suggests all variables might exhibit 

procyclical covariance. All variables Granger cause CRED_RATIO, so does this to all, but 

COLLAT, indicating leverage follows collateral values, not the other way around. 

 Null Hypothesis: Obs F-Statistic Prob. 

 III_CRED_RATIO does not Granger Cause III_CRED_SP  59  49.7952 3.E-09

 III_CRED_SP does not Granger Cause III_CRED_RATIO  39.4717 5.E-08

 III_COLLAT does not Granger Cause III_CRED_SP  59  20.6881 3.E-05

 III_CRED_SP does not Granger Cause III_COLLAT  0.30346 0.5839

 III_NW does not Granger Cause III_CRED_SP  59  43.0347 2.E-08

 III_CRED_SP does not Granger Cause III_NW  9.59632 0.0030

 III_ABS_GDP does not Granger Cause III_CRED_SP  59  34.9336 2.E-07

 III_CRED_SP does not Granger Cause III_ABS_GDP  3.78203 0.0568

 III_COLLAT does not Granger Cause III_CRED_RATIO  59  19.6184 4.E-05

 III_CRED_RATIO does not Granger Cause III_COLLAT  1.12274 0.2939

 III_NW does not Granger Cause III_CRED_RATIO  59  32.1281 5.E-07

 III_CRED_RATIO does not Granger Cause III_NW  13.6893 0.0005

 III_ABS_GDP does not Granger Cause III_CRED_RATIO  59  23.8846 9.E-06

 III_CRED_RATIO does not Granger Cause III_ABS_GDP  7.87065 0.0069

 III_NW does not Granger Cause III_COLLAT  59  13.1230 0.0006

 III_COLLAT does not Granger Cause III_NW  0.06552 0.7989

 III_ABS_GDP does not Granger Cause III_COLLAT  59  9.11830 0.0038

 III_COLLAT does not Granger Cause III_ABS_GDP  0.22989 0.6335

 III_ABS_GDP does not Granger Cause III_NW  59  4.08684 0.0480

 III_NW does not Granger Cause III_ABS_GDP  2.39526 0.1273
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Results are mostly reported as expected by the theory, so good hints variables might 

be endogenously determined and exhibit a mutual stochastic trend. Visual inspection suggests 

variables share a common stochastic trend and are non-stationary, as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Graphs on Data 

 

Non-stationarity is confirmed by unit-root tests as shown in Table 3.4. Results are 

reported for first differences, 1% significance12. For Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and 

Philips-Perron (PP) tests, null hypothesis assumes variables have a unit root. For KPSS test, 

null hypothesis states variables are stationary. Tests suggest non-stationarity in levels – I(0) – 

but stationarity when integrated of order one – I(1).   

Methods to make data stationary (differencing, log-linearization, detrending, 

smoothing, etc) come at the expense of important information these bring on levels. Although 

non-stationary, variables seem to share a common stochastic trend, but CDI. Thus, all variables 

might keep a long-term relationship based on close co-movements as displayed in Figure 1.  

                                                           
 

12 Unit-root tests for variables in levels reported the presence of unit roots. Results are available upon request. 
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Table 3.4: Unit-root tests for first differences 

 

VECM provides a sounding method to model non-stationary variables that share a 

common stochastic trend. The insight brought by this model is that there might be linear 

combinations among variables integrated of the same order that result in stationary residuals. 

Thus, these can be modeled in levels upon estimating error-correction terms that enter into a 

VAR model to take into account effects from deviations of the long-term relationships on the 

way these relations converge back to the steady state. Therefore, VECM models changes in one 

variable as dependent on short-term reactions to shocks affecting simultaneously (a) the long-

term relationships among all variables (cointegrated relation), and (b) individual reactions from 

each variable. All this in a rich and insightful dynamic structure, leading to evaluate the 

systemic effects that shocks can impose on each of the variables, as well as on the system itself. 

As a result, this modeling strategy is appropriate to estimate: 

• Existence of long-term relationship(s) among the variables, i.e., to test if these share 

common stochastic trends (cointegrated vectors); 

• Dynamics of short and long-term adjustments to shocks from many sources for both the 

system and for each variable (VECM); 

• Upon the existence of more than one cointegrating equation, credit supply and demand 

functions can be identified upon imposing restrictions on the parameters; 

• Sources for the changes in one variable over time (variance decomposition); 

• Individual responses of the variables to shocks caused by another variable over time 

(impulse-response functions); 

 

 

3.4. Structure of the Model  

A VECM will be modeled with both endogenous and exogenous variables. 

Endogenous variables are related to credit (CRED_SP), leverage (CRED_RATIO), 

collaterals (COLLAT), equity (NW), and economic activity (ABS_GDP).   

ADF KPSS PP

Critical Value @ 1% -3,5482 0,7390    -3,5482

ABS_GDP -6,4841 0,2882     -6,5203

COLLAT -6,9019 0,2695     -7,0572

CRED_SP -4,7544 0,2494     -4,7444

CRED_RATIO -6,0194 0,2110     -5,8742

NW -6,0682 0,4103     -6,0847
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Two exogenous variables will be included: first, a dummy variable (DDD) to control 

for events as described in session 3.1. Second, interest-rate (CDI). This rate is a proxy for the 

cost of funds for financial institutions. Since it maintains a strong correlation with the Selic 

Rate, its determination lies outside the system conceived here. The Selic rate has been fixed by 

the Brazilian Central Bank to cope with inflationary pressures arising from aggregate demand. 

Although aiming at affecting ABS, this is not planned to curb the variables composing the 

system proposed in this paper, disturbing it from various transmission channels though. 

The VECM adopted in this work is represented by the following specification:   

                                 p-1 

∆xt = Φ + αβ’xt – 1 + Σ Γi ∆xt – i  + Βzt – i + εt – i                                (1) 
 i=1 

 

 

xt: Vector of endogenous variables; 

zt: Vector of exogenous variables; 

εt : Vector of innovations; 

Φ: Matrix of constant terms 

α: Matrix of loading factors, speed of adjustment for shocks in the cointegrating relations; 

β: Matrix of coefficients on the cointegrating relations; 

Γi: Matrix of coefficients of the short-term variations on the endogenous variables; 

Β: Matrix of coefficients on the exogenous variables; 

 

Cointegrating relations are expressed in β’xt – 1. This is the estimation of the long-term 

relationship(s) among the variables. The coefficients in α indicate the speed of adjustment back 

to the long-term relationship from innovations that disturb the cointegrating equations. 

 

3.5. Modeling Procedures: 

Lag-length criteria: To determine the optimum number of lags for the VECM, a Vector 

Autoregressive Model (VAR) is initially estimated for the sole purpose of performing 

information criteria tests. The limited number of observations vis-à-vis the quantity of variables 

restrict the number of lags which the initial VAR is estimated, since the number of parameters 

that may unfold the shorter is the former and the largest is the latter, may hinder the power of 

the diagnostic tests. As the number of endogenous variables to be included in the VECM will 

be 5, data on quarterly basis, 4 lags are deemed appropriated for the initial VAR order.  

Information criteria report results from the following methods: Likelihood-ratio (LR), 

Final Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike (AC), Schwarz (SC), and Hannan-Quinn (HQ). Compliant 
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to the parsimonious principle, the choice will be that presenting the lower number of lags. 

Results of the tests reported in Table 3.5: 

Sample: 2003Q1 2017Q4

Included observations: 57

 Lag LogL LR FPE AIC SC HQ

0 -1672.332 NA  3.55e+19  59.20462  59.74227  59.41357

1 -1353.302  548.5074  1.18e+15  48.88779   50.32151*   49.44498*

2 -1320.305  50.94257   9.23e+14*  48.60720  50.93699  49.51263

3 -1303.430  23.09220  1.32e+15  48.89228  52.11815  50.14596

4 -1269.604   40.35355*  1.10e+15  48.58260  52.70455  50.18453

5 -1238.346  31.80634  1.10e+15   48.36303*  53.38105  50.31320

 

Table 3.5: Lag Length criteria for the initial VAR. 

The signal (*) indicates lar order selected by the respective criterion. 

 

Upon determining the number of lags (p), the VECM will be estimated with (p-1) lags, 

except when p = 1, when the second best criteria will be chosen. This is justified because, with 

no lags, the model misses important insights on the short-term interactions from lagged changes 

on the variables, as it would report only those from the cointegrated equations. As per SC and 

HQ, the VECM should be estimated with zero lag. Both criteria have the second best selection 

in p = 2, so p = 1 will be the VECM order.  

Test for the existence of cointegrating relations: It follows tests for the identification and 

estimation of cointegrating relation(s). The method applied is that as proposed in Johansen 

(1992), called Johansen Test. Trace and Rank test were performed assuming linear 

deterministic trend in data, intercept but no trend in the cointegrating equation, null hypothesis 

tested at 5% significance level. Results are reported in Table 3.5. 

 
 

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)

Hypothesized Trace 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**

None *  0.460303  87.80368  69.81889  0.0010

At most 1 *  0.303846  50.79886  47.85613  0.0258

At most 2  0.237226  29.06778  29.79707  0.0605

At most 3  0.169005  12.82014  15.49471  0.1216

At most 4  0.028134  1.712239  3.841465  0.1907

 Trace test indicates 2 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
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Table 3.6:  Results for Johansen tests 

 

Trace test rejects null hypothesis of existence of “at most one” cointegration equation, 

while it does not reject “at most two”, so this procedure estimates the existence of two 

cointegrating equations. Rank test cannot reject that of “at most one” cointegrated equation. In 

these circumstances, the Trace test prevails. According to Lüutkepohl, H. et al. (2005), p.15:   

"[...] trace tests are advantageous if there are at least two or more cointegrating 

relations in the process than specified under the null hypothesis. Based on our 

simulations, we have preference for the trace tests."  

 

Restricted VECM estimation: Restrictions on parameters in the cointegrating equations are 

imposed guided by theory. Notation follows Eviews 10, so parameters for the Error Correction 

Terms are reported as Bij, where i is the ith cointegration equation, and j is the jth variable 

following the order which the variables in the cointegrating equation are reported.  

The existence of two cointegrating equations enables the identification of credit supply 

and demand functions. Other theoretical insights will enter in these equations in the form of 

restrictions on the β parameters. Therefore, the following restrictions on βij will be imposed: 

a. Cointegrated Equation 1 (CE 1): To estimate a supply of credit function, 

normalized to CRED_SP. Thus, β 15 = 1 (CRED_SP). All other endogenous variables enter into 

this function. ABS_GDP, COLLAT, and NW are expected to have negative signs, while 

CRED_RATIO positive. Thus, credit supply is procyclical and react positively to changes in 

both collateral values and net worth growth, while negatively from leverage. 

Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized Max-Eigen 0.05

No. of CE(s) Eigenvalue Statistic Critical Value Prob.**

None *  0.460303  37.00482  33.87687  0.0205

At most 1  0.303846  21.73108  27.58434  0.2345

At most 2  0.237226  16.24765  21.13162  0.2107

At most 3  0.169005  11.10790  14.26460  0.1489

At most 4  0.028134  1.712239  3.841465  0.1907

 Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level

 * denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level

 **MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
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b. Cointegrated Equation 2 (CE 2): To estimate a demand for credit function from 

the cointegrating relation among all endogenous variables, but NW, normalized to CRED_SP. 

Thus, β 25 = 1 (CRED_SP). ABS_GDP, COLLAT, and CRED_RATIO are expected to have 

negative signs, so demand is procyclical and reacts positively to changes in collateral values 

and debtors’ leverage; 

c. Restrictions from behavioral assumptions and outcome expectations: Creditors’ 

disposition to extend credit and debtors needs and access to marginal credit are determined to 

some behavioral reactions according to economic theory: 

c.1. Conventions on domestic activity performance and outlook: Domestic 

activity is proxied by ABS_GDP and is expected to stimulate supply and demand for credit 

when absorption outpaces GDP. It will be assumed that both functions react equally to 

changes in ABS_GDP, therefore β 11 = β 21. Both signs are expected to be negative, meaning 

credit level is procyclical in both supply and demand functions; 

c.2. Debtors’ fundamentals: Debtors’ fundamentals will be proxied by private 

leverage (proxied by CRED_RATIO) and collateral values (COLLAT). 

Collateral tends to be more valued by debtors than creditors. Requirements for 

over-collateral, such as ‘haircuts’ on asset values and larger pledges than outstanding debt 

corroborate this. Moreover, collateral is seized only upon debtors’ default, so indicating 

other factors rank ahead on creditors’ decision to extend credit. Thus, both supply and 

demand are expected to have negative sign, yet parameter in the supply function be lower 

than that in the demand function. 

Creditors react to changes on leverage in the opposite direction as debtors do, so a 

rise on private sector leverage lowers credit supply while increases demand. This reflects 

creditors responses to the fact the higher the debtors’ leverage, the lower the free cash flows 

for equity after debt obligations. As per the debtors, the increasing leverage during upturns 

confirm this behavior. Thus, β 13 = - β 23 

c.3. Net worth of intermediaries: Parameter of NW is expected to be lower than 

minus one, so negative sign (β 13 < -1,0), so changes are followed by CRED_SP in the same 

direction and at larger amounts, thus indicating intermediaries leverage up on positive 

changes in NW, and leverage down upon negative variations. 
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Table 3.6 shows the results for the restricted VECM, comprising the parameters of the 

cointegrating equations (β). Restrictions on the β parameters of the cointegrating equations are 

significant (p-value at 0,4768) according to LR test, all cointegrating vectors are identified. 

Cointegrating Eq: CointEq1 CointEq2

ABS_GDP(-1) -16767.39 -16767.39

 (6955.55)  (6955.55)

[-2.41065] [-2.41065]

COLLAT(-1) -258.5647 -492.6693

 (952.405)  (824.882)

[-0.27149] [-0.59726]

CRED_RATIO(-1)  1987.793 -1987.793

 (396.853)  (396.853)

[ 5.00889] [-5.00889]

NW(-1) -1.350171  0.000000

 (0.35828)

[-3.76849]

CRED_SP(-1)  1.000000  1.000000

C  796341.5  927796.2  

Table 3.7:  Parameters of cointegrating equations 

 

 

Table 3.7 shows the estimation results for the loading factors (α), for the parameters 

of the short-run variations of the lagged variables (Γi,), those for the deterministic variables 

(Β), and for the constant term out of the error correction term.  

Diagnostic tests were performed. Null hypotheses of “no serial autocorrelation”, 

“residuals are multivariate normal”, and “residuals are homoscedastic” could NOT be rejected 

at 5%. Tests can are available upon request to the author.  

Wald-tests for the joint-significance of the loading factors are reported in Table 3.8, 

where αij refers to the speed of adjustment parameter for the jth cointegrating relation of the ith 

equation. Parameters on D(ABS_GDP) and D(COLLAT) are significant at 10%, while the 

others at 1%. 
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Error Correction: D(ABS_GDP) D(COLLAT) D(CRED_... D(NW) D(CRED_SP)

CointEq1 -6.26E-06 -0.000133 -6.50E-05  0.011760 -0.583824

 (8.9E-06)  (8.3E-05)  (1.6E-05)  (0.04349)  (0.16430)

[-0.69961] [-1.60098] [-3.98007] [ 0.27038] [-3.55348]

CointEq2  3.62E-06  0.000130  6.99E-05 -0.041565  0.597440

 (1.0E-05)  (9.5E-05)  (1.9E-05)  (0.04966)  (0.18760)

[ 0.35431] [ 1.37126] [ 3.74435] [-0.83692] [ 3.18463]

D(ABS_GDP(-1)) -0.058926 -0.046906 -0.044067 -9.566369  311.2392

 (0.14750)  (1.36762)  (0.26946)  (717.254)  (2709.34)

[-0.39950] [-0.03430] [-0.16354] [-0.01334] [ 0.11488]

D(COLLAT(-1))  0.016819 -0.023966 -0.042647  7.805989 -415.4878

 (0.01547)  (0.14347)  (0.02827)  (75.2429)  (284.221)

[ 1.08693] [-0.16704] [-1.50868] [ 0.10374] [-1.46185]

D(CRED_RATIO(-1))  0.010131 -0.087247 -0.046240  538.4291 -7244.936

 (0.17925)  (1.66198)  (0.32746)  (871.632)  (3292.48)

[ 0.05652] [-0.05250] [-0.14121] [ 0.61773] [-2.20045]

D(NW(-1)) -9.92E-06  0.000285 -6.49E-05 -0.085892 -0.721043

 (2.8E-05)  (0.00026)  (5.1E-05)  (0.13660)  (0.51598)

[-0.35308] [ 1.09437] [-1.26484] [-0.62880] [-1.39744]

D(CRED_SP(-1)) -2.43E-06 -7.55E-05  1.31E-05 -0.046649  0.787719

 (1.6E-05)  (0.00015)  (3.0E-05)  (0.08006)  (0.30241)

[-0.14764] [-0.49462] [ 0.43688] [-0.58269] [ 2.60484]

C  0.529680  0.999708 -0.559837  4977.718  2876.750

 (0.46642)  (4.32460)  (0.85208)  (2268.05)  (8567.29)

[ 1.13563] [ 0.23117] [-0.65703] [ 2.19471] [ 0.33578]

CDI -0.036617 -0.005456  0.055695 -323.7084 -30.88114

 (0.03478)  (0.32249)  (0.06354)  (169.129)  (638.864)

[-1.05278] [-0.01692] [ 0.87655] [-1.91397] [-0.04834]

DDD  0.392655  1.901142  0.579858  3488.949  7470.099

 (0.22973)  (2.13007)  (0.41969)  (1117.12)  (4219.79)

[ 1.70918] [ 0.89253] [ 1.38164] [ 3.12316] [ 1.77026]  

Table 3.8:  Parameters for VECM. 

 

 

Null Hypothesis      p-value       DF 

α11 = α12 = 0              0,0582        2 

α21 = α22 = 0              0,0996        2 

α31 = α32 = 0              0,0002        2 

α41 = α42 = 0              0,0006        2 

α51 = α52 = 0              0,0002        2 

 

Table 3.9:  Wald Joint-significance test for the loading factors. 
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3.6. Impulse Response Functions (IRF) and Variance Decomposition: 

IRF estimates response from a variable for a one-time shock, assuming all else 

remaining equal and not followed by any other shock.  

Shocks are Cholesky-type. The ordering is ABS_GDP, COLLAT, CRED_RATIO, 

NW, and CRED_SP. This follows a theoretical decreasing order of exogeneity as other factors 

affect the determination of the variables included in VECM.  

CRED_SP has features due to the presence of large state-owned banks whose lending 

activity is often seen to be guided by anticyclical and expansionary fiscal policies. This may 

suggest this variable worked exogenously to the system. Although expansion was observed at 

higher paces that that of the private intermediaries between the GFC burst and 2014, for the 

most part of the whole period evaluated their behavior followed stylized facts surveyed in the 

literature also observed on their private competitors, mainly procyclical leverage and credit 

portfolio expansion following suit net worth growth. As such, this essay considers state-owned 

banks were more aggressive on their lending activity than their private peers, therefore not 

exactly dissonant as behavior between GFC and 2014 might suggest, despite moments when 

true anticyclical actions prevailed such as in the immediate moments after GFC.   

Figure 3 reports IRF figures for shocks arriving from each endogenous variable. In the 

next session, selected shocks and variables will be retrieved to support findings. Since VECM 

handles with non-stationary variables in levels, IRF can be non-convergent as reported for some 

variables, i.e. shocks may not die out as expected for stable VARs. 

Variance decompositions are reported in Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.10:  Variance Decompositions 

 Variance Decomposition of ABS_GDP:

 Period S.E. ABS_GDP COLLAT CRED_R... NW CRED_SP

 1  0.578395  100.0000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  0.804233  98.22451  1.130069  0.612520  0.003959  0.028941

 3  0.997133  96.61954  1.459919  1.647057  0.129699  0.143787

 4  1.177653  94.87718  1.767935  2.700498  0.263694  0.390693

 5  1.353034  93.05483  2.019486  3.756671  0.388925  0.780084

 6  1.526885  91.20025  2.245145  4.761739  0.488872  1.303998

 7  1.700990  89.34946  2.449998  5.695150  0.562536  1.942860

 8  1.876233  87.53160  2.636978  6.546475  0.612958  2.671990

 Variance Decomposition of COLLAT:

 Period S.E. ABS_GDP COLLAT CRED_R... NW CRED_SP

 1  5.362824  3.716827  96.28317  0.000000  0.000000  0.000000

 2  7.420331  4.036889  90.89695  2.244309  2.740509  0.081346

 3  9.210459  3.607256  88.16866  3.648435  4.224454  0.351199

 4  10.78640  3.117212  85.72013  5.014387  5.352319  0.795952

 5  12.24475  2.638480  83.52957  6.266222  6.178638  1.387087

 6  13.62906  2.212740  81.46269  7.436807  6.792559  2.095209

 7  14.96646  1.854932  79.48446  8.526415  7.240655  2.893542

 8  16.27339  1.569362  77.57860  9.535993  7.557524  3.758518

 Variance Decomposition of CRED_RATIO:

 Period S.E. ABS_GDP COLLAT CRED_R... NW CRED_SP

 1  1.056639  1.226579  1.93E-05  98.77340  0.000000  0.000000

 2  1.441319  0.984886  4.839953  93.85607  0.205923  0.113169

 3  1.719274  0.786603  7.973705  89.24890  1.606840  0.383957

 4  1.939350  0.663678  10.57346  83.76733  4.321647  0.673884

 5  2.125608  0.608364  12.53566  78.13296  7.849211  0.873810

 6  2.288962  0.629755  13.97899  72.68314  11.76180  0.946313

 7  2.435533  0.756745  14.98981  67.58574  15.75550  0.912205

 8  2.569812  1.025963  15.64281  62.86676  19.63704  0.827423

 Variance Decomposition of NW:

 Period S.E. ABS_GDP COLLAT CRED_R... NW CRED_SP

 1  2812.552  0.028804  2.540260  6.435848  90.99509  0.000000

 2  3764.446  0.780738  2.103542  5.610293  91.20503  0.300395

 3  4541.907  1.884711  1.691775  4.428532  90.96620  1.028785

 4  5240.887  3.366726  1.325651  3.427990  89.64515  2.234481

 5  5911.069  5.126576  1.043989  2.694741  87.24377  3.890927

 6  6578.813  7.054103  0.853027  2.231486  83.94521  5.916170

 7  7258.985  9.040422  0.745010  2.005514  80.01137  8.197681

 8  7959.524  10.99469  0.705748  1.971429  75.71008  10.61806

 Variance Decomposition of CRED_SP:

 Period S.E. ABS_GDP COLLAT CRED_R... NW CRED_SP

 1  10624.07  0.328183  0.269546  92.90687  0.043085  6.452316

 2  14561.16  0.346038  1.996077  82.89741  0.180275  14.58020

 3  17531.45  0.425561  2.376447  73.34536  1.007694  22.84494

 4  19890.28  0.690915  2.371502  64.59722  2.479063  29.86130

 5  21819.57  1.317803  2.152997  57.24635  4.222740  35.06011

 6  23424.10  2.502737  1.894227  51.19790  6.014915  38.39022

 7  24802.64  4.430403  1.695459  46.18605  7.720409  39.96768

 8  26057.78  7.227157  1.619403  41.93554  9.249105  39.96880
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4. Empirical Findings 

“We engage a broad agenda in empirical macroeconomics […] to better understand the role 

of financial factors in macroeconomic outcomes. Our main aim is to ‘let the data speak.’” 

~ Jordà,O; Schularick, M., and Taylor, A. 

 

4.1. Estimation of Supply (Sc) and Demand (Dc) for Credit Functions: The 

existence of two cointegrating equations permits the estimation of supply and demand for credit 

functions, as both express long-term relationships of the variables comprising each equation. 

Supply (Sc) and Demand (Dc) for credit functions have the following representations: 

Sct =  –796.341,5 + 16.767,4 abs_gdpt-1 +  258,6 collatt-1 –  1.987,8 cred_ratiot-1 + 1,4 NWt-1 + εt    (2)       

Dct =  – 927.796,2 + 16.767,4 abs_gdpt-1 + 492.7 collatt-1 + 1.987,8 cred_ratiot-1 + εt                        (3)                          

 

Different from standard models where supply and demand for credit are cleared via 

interest rates in a market of loanable funds, the model above is devised as reaction functions 

from supply and demand to factors which the literature surveyed indicate as drivers for their 

determination. This brings insights as further explored in this session. 

 

4.2. Supply and demand for credit are procyclical: Negative sign of ABS_GDP 

parameter in both CE 1 and CE 2 (Table 3.7) indicates that supply and demand for credit tend 

to react positively to changes in domestic activity (β11 < 0, β12 < 0).  Since parameters were not 

restricted in sign, outcome confirmed expectation as stated in (c.2) in session 3.5.  

 

4.3. Debtors are mostly credit-rationed during booms: Parameters on variables 

present in both supply and demand functions (ABS_GDP, COLLAT, and CRED_RATIO) 

indicate that positive changes on these variables lead demand to grow at least as equal as supply, 

never lower though (Table 3.7). Supply also increases upon growth of the net worth of 

intermediaries, while demand is indifferent. Thus, as long as the marginal contribution from 

positive changes in NW to supply is lower than the unmet demand from positive changes in the 

variables mutually present in supply and demand functions, debtors are credit rationed. 

 

4.4. Sluggish recoveries are led by low demand for credit: Defensive strategies 

adopted by intermediaries upon a burst pays off after a while, so profitability is resumed, net 

worth is strengthened, while private sector deleverages, which lead to stagnant activity at best. 

Thus, NW goes up and CRED_RATIO down. This entices creditors to expand credit supply 

since parameters on CE 1 are respectively negative and positive. However, demand remains 
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low due to opposite reaction to lower leverage (CRED_RARIO) and the fact debtors overact 

creditors to asset price moves (COLLAT, as β 13 > β 23, as both have negative sign), which 

usually collapse in downturns. Thus, demand tends to persist short under these circumstances, 

so recoveries takes longer to take traction. Impulse from players and factors out of the model 

which improve overall activity (ABS_GDP) and asset prices (COLLAT) might be necessary to 

stimulate debtors to increase demand for credit.   

 

4.5. Net worth of intermediaries is a key systemwide financial accelerator: IRF 

(Figure 3) reports positive and permanent effects in all endogenous variables from shocks 

arriving from NW. On the other hand, NW also reacts and suffer permanent impacts from 

shocks arriving from other variables. Granger causality tests (Table 3.3) also reported NW 

significantly Granger-causing all variables, but ABS_GDP, and being Granger-caused by all 

variables, but COLLAT. Variance decomposition (Table 3.10) also confirms NW is sensitive 

to co-vary with other variables – near 10% of its variance is determined by other variables in 

the first quarter after a shock, rising afterwards – as well as important to explain others’ variance 

in the long term – mainly CRED_RATIO and CRED_SP.   

 

4.6. Credit Supply tends to be amplified upon changes in the net worth of 

intermediaries:  The estimated parameter of NW in CE 1 (Table 3.7) indicates that variation 

in CRED_SP tends to be observed in higher amounts than that associated to the change in NW 

since | β14 | > 1. IRF also confirms this conclusion, highlighted upon the permanent effects 

estimated on CRED_SP from one-time shocks arriving from NW. Granger-causality tests 

(Table 3.3) estimates that NW precedes CRED_SP – reciprocal causality is also true, but less 

significant. In equation 5 from the VECM, the negative loading factor (α51, Table 3.8) also 

confirms that the marginal contribution from a positive change in NW in CE 1 to D(CRED_SP) 

is also positive: 

 

 
δD(CRED_SP)

δNW 
 = α51β14 + α52β24 = (-0,58)(-1,35) +  (0,60)(0)  = 0,79 > 0                         (4)   
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5. The Dynamics of the Brazilian Credit Cycle 

“Stability leads to instability. The more stable things become and the longer times are stable, 

the more unstable they will be when the crisis hits” 

~ Hyman Minsky 

 

Cycle stages are identified based on (a) events and fundamentals, and (b) direction of 

the stochastic trend shared by the endogenous variables as a result. The stages are called Ignition 

(2003-04), Boom (2005-14), and Burst (2015-17). This session briefly identifies events and 

fundamentals underlying the direction followed by the variables. Table 5.1 illustrates selected 

macro figures reported during these stages, while Table 5.2 shows the variables comprised in 

this work. Further periods disclosed are related to (I) immediate previous years for the sake of 

comparison to initial conditions, and (II) intra-periods within stages when fundamentals justify.  

 

5.1. Ignition (2003-2004) 

The initial conditions for the jump-start of the credit cycle were very positive for 

financial institutions to support private sector’s expansion plans. Major drivers were: 

a. Positive economic scenario: Global economy was experiencing synchronized 

growth under the Great Moderation years, and the emergence of China in the global trade 

was as fostering a commodity boom, so driving growth in export countries; 

 

b. Strong fundamentals of domestic private sector: Brazil is a big player on 

mineral and agricultural products. Resources were available to expand output: labor, agri-

mineral frontiers, large industrial base. Banks fairly capitalized, low deepening and 

exposure on an unleveraged private sector, so credit could safely expand to support growth.    

 

c. Political stability and credible economic policies: After a stressed presidential 

election that led the leftist Lula to the “Palácio do Planalto” – the Brazilian proxy for “White 

House” – the new president surprised investors upon signals of commitment to the “stability 

tripod” that guided economic policy of his predecessor: inflation target, floating exchange 

rates, and primary surplus. The “tripod” was seen as the pillar of economic stability – the 

Brazilian proxy for the “Great Moderation”; 
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Table 5.1:  Brazil: Selected macroeconomic figures 

Sources: IPEA, IBGE, Banco Central do Brasil, Santander 

 

 

 

 
 
Table 5.2:  Variables at cycle stages 

Sources: IPEA, IBGE, Banco Central do Brasil 

Previous Ignition

1999     

2002

2003    

2004

2005    

2008

2009    

2014

2015    

2016
2017

GDP Growth
Annual change 

Deflated
2,1% 3,4% 4,6% 2,8% -3,5% 1,0%

Unemployment End of Period 10,8% 11,0% 8,9% 6,8% 11,5% 12,8%

Inflation - IPCA
Average in the 

period
8,8% 8,5% 4,8% 5,8% 8,5% 2,9%

Household Consumption
Annual change, 

deflated
1,6% 1,7% 5,6% 4,1% -3,8% 1,0%

Investments
Annual change, 

deflated
-1,2% 2,1% 8,1% 3,9% -12,1% -1,8%

Current Account
%GDP                  

Over the period
-3,6% 1,2% -0,1% -3,2% -2,3% -0,5%

Trade Balance
%GDP                  

Over the period
0,4% 4,6% 3,0% 0,7% 1,9% 3,3%

Foreign Reserves
End of Period       

USD Billion
37,8       52,9       206,8      374,1      372,2      381,1      

External Debt
%GDP               

End of Period
19,1% 11,3% 4,7% 3,3% 3,6% 3,5%

FDI
Average in the 

period, USD Billion
25,3       14,1       32,5       79,0       77,0       70,3       

S&P Rating                 

Outlook
End of Period

 B- 

Negative 

 BB- 

Stable 

BBB-    

Stable

BBB-    

Stable

BB    

Negative

BB-    

Stable*

Primary Balance
%GDP               

End of Period
3,2% 3,7% 3,3% -0,6% -2,5% -1,7%

Nominal Balance
%GDP               

End of Period
-4,4% -2,9% -2,0% -6,0% -9,0% -7,8%

Gross Government Debt
%GDP               

End of Period
76,1% 68,0% 61,4% 61,6% 77,6% 83,1%

* Announced in Jan 11th, 2018

Boom Burst

Figures Remarks

Previous Ignition

1999     

2002

2003    

2004

2005    

2008

2009    

2014

2015    

2016
2017

ABS_GDP End of Period 78,6% 77,9% 83,3% 88,9% 83,4% 84,9%

COLLAT End of Period 91,9       91,1       133,4      179,3      155,6      154,9      

CRED_RATIO End of Period 58,2% 48,6% 58,9% 71,6% 71,5% 68,6%

NW End of Period 60.974    62.768    109.094  141.988  122.439  123.694  

CRED_SP End of Period 477.458  426.488  618.047  885.607  823.400  797.705  

CDI End of Period 22,9% 17,5% 13,5% 11,5% 13,6% 7,0%

Variables Remarks

Boom Burst
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d. Microeconomic reforms: Regulation improved to stimulate credit to the 

private sector: (I) debtor-friendly regulation towards execution of collaterals in the event of 

defaults (alienação fiduciária13); (II) improved credit access to households upon payment 

schedules be directly deducted from incomes (crédito consignado); (III) debt portability to 

allow debtors to switch creditors upon better conditions found elsewhere, and (IV) modern 

proceedings for bankruptcy (lei da recuperação judicial e falências); 

Combination of these factors fostered favorable conditions for intermediaries to 

support private needs. Moreover, commercial banks in Brazil had low credit risk exposure – 

including on private sector: In 2003, banks’ credit portfolio over combined net worth was 3.5, 

much lower than 6.0 in 2014. Thus, funding seemed not to be a limitation for this support. 

 

5.2. The Boom (2005-2014) 

The strong expansion of the credit to the private sector over this period followed and 

fed back the intense growth of financial intermediation activities. Besides retained earnings, 

wide sources for equity and funding for intermediaries were driven by: 

 

a. IPO’s of banks and leasing companies: 10 initial offerings, mostly of small 

institutions aiming at becoming sizable, such as Sofisa, Daycoval, Pine, Paraná Banco, etc. 

Large institutions also went public, such as Santander and BTG Pactual; 

 

b. M&A activities: Among the largest were Banco Real taking over Sudameris, 

Santander acquiring Banco Real, merger between Itaú and Unibanco, CEF and BTG Pactual 

joint-venturing to assume Banco Pan, Citibank selling retail business to Itaú-Unibanco, 

acquisition by Brasdesco of HSBC’s local commercial bank operations; 

 

c. Accessible capital markets: Firms accessed capital markets to either find stable 

and long-term funding or securitize assets. Corporates, leasing, and consumer-financing 

firms upon issuing debentures; factoring and corporations found on FIDCs a valuable 

vehicle for receivables’ securitization; CRA’s and CRI’s met demand from agribusiness 

and construction players; FIP’s boosted private equity investments.  

                                                           
 

13 Original terms in Portuguese stated in parenthesis referring to how the specific reform was named. 
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The abundant liquidity to support intermediaries’ equity and debt needs turned out to 

enable them to support non-financial private agents on their own funding needs. The amplified 

equity base of intermediaries was a key driver for the unprecedented growth observed on the 

credit to the private sector as discussed on empirical finding (4.6). Figure 3 shows the real 

growth of both NW and CRED_SP between Q1 2003 and Q4 2017: 

 

 

Figure 3: Credit to the Private Sector and Combined Net Worth of Financial Institutions  

Source: Banco Central do Brasil, BIS. 

 

Supply and demand functions suggest the following dynamics: the combination of 

growing activity (ABS_GDP), upsides on asset prices (COLLAT), and private-sector leverage 

(CRED_RATIO) fostered demand for credit (CRED_SP) as estimated in Equation (2). Supply 

also grew upon the same movements of all above variables, but leverage (CRED_RATIO) as 

positive change of this variable tends to lower supply. However, this negative contribution was 

offset by the stimulus from retained profits and equity injections expanding the net worth of 

intermediaries (NW), along with those which coincided with demand: warmer activity 

(ABS_GDP) and asset valuations (COLLAT). Declining cost of funds (CDI) has also a positive 

effect on the short-term moves of all variables since the parameter associated with this 

exogenous variable is negative, but CRED_RATIO – lower CDI leads to lower leverage as debt 

burden reliefs enable debtors to increase free cash flows, therefore reducing demand for further 

debt and lowering leverage as a result. 

 

Ignition Boom Burst 
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Table 5.3 shows the evolution of consolidated credit portfolio and net worth of 

commercial banks in Brazil during this period14.  

 

2003 2014 Period CAGR

Net Worth 229        559          144,4% 8,5%

Credit 804        3.366      318,9% 13,9%

Leverage 3,5         6,0         71,4% 5,0%

Change

 

Table 5.3: Credit and net worth from financial institutions (2003-2014)  

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: IF.DATA, Banco Central do Brasil 

 

Fundamentals prevailing in the previous stage remained firm until GFC, so Brazil 

experienced sounding macroeconomic results in the period, as shown in Table 5.1 (2005-08): 

robust growth, declining unemployment driven mostly by household consumption and 

investment, and external accounts. The “stability tripod” was preserved, so inflation remained 

on target, lower nominal deficit led to declining debt. External vulnerability – a long concern 

for Brazil since the foreign debt crisis in the 80’s – was mitigated by strong accumulation of 

foreign reserves that led the country to become an external creditor. This was driven by 

expressive surplus on both trade and capital accounts. Exports boomed in both quantity and 

value because of soaring commodity prices pushed by an overheated global economy. Massive 

foreign capital inflows in the form of FDI and credit to domestic borrowers evidenced investors’ 

trust on enduring political stability and confidence on country’s fundamentals and outlook. 

 

Credit to the private sector found proper conditions to expand, becoming a driver 

underlying those results. Sounding fundamentals, performance, and outlook enticed both 

creditors and debtors to engage in financing arrangements. Thus, CRED_SP experienced 45% 

growth during this period (2005-2008), near 10% per year on compounded average. 

                                                           
 

14 ‘Credit’ in Table 5.3 differs from CRED_SP. The former includes loans to the public sector, other intermediaries, and to 

non-residents. ‘Net Worth’ comprises commercial banks only, consolidated as reported, so distinct from NW as unadjusted for 

regulatory purposes as explained in session 3.1. In any case, the ratio in Figure 4 is a proxy for the growing leverage banks 

experienced in Brazil coupled with private sector debt expansion (Figure 3), thus supporting Empirical Finding 4.6.  
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This period was crowned upon S&P assigning a BBB-, investment-grade rating to 

Brazil. Borrowing an expression from former president Lula when mentioning achievements 

self-credited to his mandate, “(…) never, ever before in the history of this country” (…) Brazil 

had enjoyed such a combination of political stability, economy-wide improved performance, 

sounding fundamentals, and favorable outlook. 

 

Fundamentals turned around upon GFC: the Great Recession in USA, with strong 

spillovers all over the world, followed by the Euro crisis. Deep contraction experienced by these 

blocks obliged China to adapt its growth model from export-led towards a more domestic-

driven one. Yet imbalances from a massive expansion of credit to their domestic sector pushed 

Beijing to implement soft landing strategies, so the country started to experience declining 

growth rates. This deepened the global downturn, leading to strong decline of commodity prices 

as well as in trading and capital flows. Consequently, the external channel that responded for a 

relevant part of emerging economies’ fundamentals deteriorated, affecting Brazil. 

 

The Brazilian government adopted countercyclical policies to cope with weakening 

conditions arisen after GFC. This continued even after China reoriented its growth model. Thus, 

rather than adjust to a “new normal” of depressed activity at the old centers, fierce trade 

competition to compensate for this, and slower world growth as a result, fiscal and monetary 

stimulus were provided to sustain internal momentum, yet compromising the stability tripod:  

 

I. Primary balance was relaxed to boost aggregate demand in the form of 

public investments, tax reliefs to stimulate consumption and investment, and price control 

on regulated markets and state-owned companies; 

 

II. Monetary policy became more tolerant to let inflation climbs near the 

upper tolerance-bound than on target to accommodate overheated domestic demand, so 

interest rates (SELIC) succumbed to political appeals; 

 

III. Active management of exchange rate to cope with inflationary pressures.  

 

State-owned banks laxed lending standards in the period, notably risk appetite and 

spreads. Hence, this period experienced an explosive growth of their credit portfolio, mainly on 

earmarked loans. Thus, GDP grew strongly in 2010 (7.5%) after roughly stable in 2009 (-0.1%) 

in the aftermath of GFC. Yet during 2011-14, Brazil grew 2.3% on average, but 0.5% in 2014.  
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A slowdown trend emerged despite expansionary policies. Although income did not 

react as expected by policy makers, domestic absorption grew driven by credit expansion 

instead. Labor market and credit conditions remained favorable, so consumption stood strong, 

yet no longer driven by income growth, but leverage. On the other hand, investments did not 

respond in the same fashion to tax, credit, and demand stimulus for two reasons: (a) capacity 

restrictions as the economy seemed operating near full employment; (b) low competitiveness 

given currency appreciation and large idle capacity worldwide, which flooded domestic market 

with imports. As result, public balances worsened as tax incentives dragged revenues upon GDP 

slowed down, while expenses increased. Current account deficit rose from a declining trade 

balance driven by shorter external demand and lower commodity prices, thus evincing domestic 

agents were running deficits and GDP slowing down. As a result, leverage of both government 

and private sector rose.     

 

Intermediaries also grew leverage. Figure 4 shows the ratio between the consolidated 

credit portfolio and net worth of commercial banks in Brazil: 

 

 
Figure 4: Credit Portfolio / Net Worth ratio 

Source: Portal IF.DATA, Banco Central do Brasil. 

 

Figure 5 reveals evolution of portfolio and equity balances underlying intermediaries’ 

leverage. Solid lines on top of 2003 figures facilitate visualization of the growth of both assets 

and net worth from the initial conditions. Figures 4 and 5 detail the evidences that credit assets 

grew much faster than net worth, leading banks to also become more leveraged.  
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This confirms trends and reactions as estimated by the supply equation (2), and 

empirical findings 4.2 and 4.6: CRED_SP grew procyclically and leveraged on NW during the 

Boom in tandem with NW, pushing together COLLAT, CRED_RATIO and ABS_GDP.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Credit assets and net worth from financial institutions  

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: Portal IF.DATA, Banco Central do Brasil 

 

In conclusion, there were evidences Brazilian agents undergone a classic process of 

financial fragility, mainly after GFC as leverage accelerated while income was slowing down. 

By then end of 2014, intermediaries and non-financial agents reached unprecedent leverage 

levels, collateral values were around their historical peak, so was the combined net worth of 

intermediaries. As a result, credit outstanding reached all-time record at that time. However, 

high leverage coupled with lower or stagnant income left agents vulnerable to shocks that 

change lending standards, eventually triggering a burst that can lead many to default. Sadly, 

this took place before agents could adjust. A burst with distressed consequences followed. 

 

5.3. The Burst (2015-2017) 

 

After the 2014 presidential election, the re-elected President Dilma Roussef turned the 

policy orientation around. In stark contrast to the direction pursued on her first rule, now her 

government sought to unwind policies that led public balances to strongly deteriorate, inflation 

to be artificially constrained, besides economy-wide distortions from misguided monetary 

policy, ineffective tax incentives, and crowded-out credit markets. Key actions were: 
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a. Prices from regulated markets, public services, and state-owned companies were 

adjusted after years of repression. This would exert strong pressures in inflation;  

 

b. Free exchange rate float, so less interventions to the keep inflation under control;  

 

c. Monetary policy resumed orientation to pursue inflation on target after tolerating 

rates near the upper bounds from an overheated aggregate demand;  

 

d. Government expenditures were downsized, and some tax incentives withdrawn 

to improve primary balance and stabilize debt. 

 

This confronted voters who supported President Roussef’s reelection on promises to 

keep policy orientation followed on her first rule. On the other hand, this did not attract support 

from those who posted critiques against excess of interventionism and fiscal indiscipline that 

had been guiding actions since GFC. Popularity sharply collapsed, also boosted by the burden 

of income contraction imposed on a leveraged private sector and the burst of corruption 

scandals involving important players in the country’s political and business communities. 

 

Corruption scandals had key consequences not only to the political coalition 

supporting government; it has also strongly affected operations and creditworthiness of large 

Brazilian groups involved, such as Petrobras, Odebrecht, OAS, EBX group and BTG Pactual. 

This brought material impacts on the real economy and financial markets. Some of these groups 

responded for important fractions of country’s aggregate investment and were also active 

borrowers and guarantors for banks and capital markets. Financial and operational disruptions 

arising from these players could bring systemic risks. Credit for corporates was severely 

affected by this episode given the extension of their value chain and prudential provisions 

intermediaries had to make on the exposure held on these. 

 

The surge in inflation from price corrections and currency devaluation led Central 

Bank to strongly raise interest rates. As part of the fiscal consolidation, state-owned banks 

pursued defensive strategies after years of lax credit expansion. This was followed by their 

private peers for other motives: if exposure to private debtors did not grow as much as that of 

their state-owned competitors after GFC – either due to voluntary restrictions or crowding-out 

effects – prospects for a deep recession was expected to trigger massive defaults from a highly 

leveraged private sector under income contraction and tight monetary and credit conditions. 
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Therefore, the economic scenario was that of deep output contraction under rising 

inflation, overshot currency, high interest rates, and bearish credit markets. Along with big 

corruption scandals affecting large corporations, material political instability ensued after more 

than a decade when previous scandals – and there were quite some since 2003 – had passed 

almost unnoticed when considering impacts on macroeconomic performance. This time was 

different though. The private sector, including both intermediaries and non-financial agents, 

was leveraged at unprecedented levels, so more vulnerable to shocks that change lending 

standards and raise risk aversion. Public figures were also strongly deteriorated, mainly large 

nominal deficits responding for the rapid growth and dangerous path of public debt. This left 

no room for anticyclical policies. The outlook was far from rosy as a result. 

 

Thus, the feared shock that would abruptly change lending standards happened. The 

higher cost of funds for leveraged debtors amidst income collapse and tight credit conditions 

elevated the financial burden on the private sector. A credit crunch arose in the form of credit 

withdrawals, renewals upon amortizations, stronger collateral requirements, and shorter 

maturities. This helped to boost contractionary income effects. A snowball of defaults and debt 

restructure ensued. 

 

Table 5.4 shows the annual evolution in the number of companies that either were 

officially bankrupt or required court protection to renegotiate debt (‘recuperação judicial’, 

equivalent to ‘Chapter Eleven’ in U.S., ‘Concurso’ in Spain). There was a surge of these events 

starting in 2015, when the number of companies entering such status skyrocketed: 79.9% 

growth from 2014 as per large corporations, 49.7% of small-and-medium enterprises (SME), 

54.5% in total. In 2016, SME’s going burst increased further 50.7%, or 125.5% from 2014 (pre-

crisis levels). For larger corps, 4.8% from 2015, yet 50.4% as of 2014. In 2017, both improved 

figures from 2016, yet far from 2014 results: SME reported a 22.1% drop in the number of 

events from 2016, but 75.7% higher than 2014. Large corps in distress fell 20.2% from 2016, 

50.4% higher than 2014 though. 

 

These results proxy the massive losses, write-offs and provisions for defaults banks 

had to absorb in a moment when they were leveraged themselves, thus weakening their equity 

base. This constrained credit supply according to equation (2). Under these circumstances, 

president Lula might have said “(…) never, ever before in the history of this country (…)” 

domestic intermediaries and non-financial private sector experienced such a distress. 
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Corporate defaults followed the downward trend observed in key variables as shown 

in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Next, some accumulated figures are remarked to highlight how deep 

variables fell during this short period: from 2014-16, GDP dropped 7.1%, unemployment rose 

to 11.5% from 6.8%, NW 13.8% down, COLLAT 13.2%, and CRED_SP 7.0%. By the end of 

2016, GDP and NW were back to 2010 levels, while CRED_SP to 2012.  

 

 

Table 5.4: Distressed companies 

Number and annual change of companies per size that either were officially declared 

bankrupted or requested court protection against creditors’ execution – ‘recuperação judicial’. 

Source: Serasa Experian 

 

 

As credit outstanding shrank, GDP performance followed suit, so private leverage 

remained stable at 71.5% (CRED_RATIO), down from 76.8% in 2015. Involuntary leverage 

might have ensued in 2015 due to FX effects on credit portfolios, so the strong depreciation in 

the period increased CRED_SP in BRL as a result. Committed credit lines might have also 

played a role on this. Since all other endogenous variables already turned to a downward trend 

in 2015, the fact CRED_SP converged to this track in 2016 upon the surge in 2015 enhances 

the cointegrating properties of the VECM: variables that deviate from the long-term relationship 

converge back to this relation as fast as estimated by the loading factor (speed of adjustment). 

As per the parameter α51 for the supply function on D(CRED_SP) on Table 3.8, a supply shock 

would lead CRED_SP to adjust back to its long term relationship in 1.7 quarters. 

 

ABS_GDP bottomed at 83.4% in 2016 after reaching 88.9% in 2014 driven by 7.5% 

decline in household consumption and a collapse of 22.7% in investments. This evidenced a 

strong effort carried out by the private sector to cut down expenditures to pay down debt, yet 

the consequent contractionary effect on GDP constrained income too, therefore involuntary 

leverage ensued (as observed in 2015), increasing debt service burden as a result. Reduction of 

Year

Firms 

(units)

YoY   

(%)

Change 

from 

2014 

(%)

Firms 

(units)

YoY   

(%)

Change 

from 

2014 

(%)

Firms 

(units)

YoY   

(%)

Change 

from 

2014 

(%)

2013 793        N/A 130        N/A 923        N/A

2014 729        -8,1% 0,0% 139        6,9% 0,0% 868        -6,0% 0,0%

2015 1.091     49,7% 49,7% 250        79,9% 79,9% 1.341     54,5% 54,5%

2016 1.644     50,7% 125,5% 262        4,8% 88,5% 1.906     42,1% 119,6%

2017 1.281     -22,1% 75,7% 209        -20,2% 50,4% 1.490     -21,8% 71,7%

SME Large Total
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current account deficit from increasing trade surplus – mainly from import reduction – helps 

private sector to generate surplus to deleverage. This was mostly noticed in 2017, when leverage 

went down to 68.6% (from 71.6% in 2014), and current account to 0.5% deficit led by 3.3% 

trade balance surplus, improving from 4.2% and 0,2% twin-deficits in 2014, respectively.   

  

This conjuncture meant a turning point on the expressive growth of the capital base of 

intermediaries after years of sustained and constant growth. As such, intermediaries had their 

net worth negatively affected by losses from defaults in addition to MTM15. Table 5.5 shows 

data from Figures 5 and 6 between 2014-15.  

 

2014 2015 Change

Net Worth 559        533          -4,6%

Credit 3.366     3.311      -1,7%

Leverage 6,0         6,2         3,1%  
 

Table 5.5: Credit and net worth from financial institutions, 2014-2015. 

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: Banco Central do Brasil 

 

 

Figures as of 2015 illustrate what the literature describe as involuntary leveraging 

observed in the aftermath of a burst. The surge in corporate defaults shown in Table 5.5 suggests 

banks absorbed losses and higher provisions, so net worth fell. This pushed credit supply down 

(CRED_SP) also driven by lower activity (ABS_GDP), asset prices downsides (COLLAT), and 

higher involuntary private-sector leverage (CRED_RATIO) as income falls deeper than debt.  

 

The economy continued struggling in 2016: GDP contracted further, unemployment 

continued to rose and persisted in a high level, corporate defaults kept rising as shown in Table 

5.5, while interest rates started to drop only towards the end of the year despite earlier signals 

of curbed inflation. Political crisis reached peak upon President Roussef was impeached.  

                                                           
 

15 Credit assets held in banks’ portfolio might not tradable, so fair market values might not be known. Under these 

circumstances, MTM will refer to write-offs and dynamic provisions banks use to do to comply with regulatory 

requirements such as “Lei 2682” in Brazil. This regulation requires financial institutions to assign provisions for 

bad debts based on debtor’s rating, collateral structure, and aging. 
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However, commercial banks were able to defend their equity position while keeping 

pursuing deleveraging. Combined net worth remained roughly stable, while credit outstanding 

dropped 10%. Table 5.6. illustrates 2016 performance. 

 

2015 2016 Change

Net Worth 533        537          0,8%

Credit 3.311     2.993      -9,6%

Leverage 6,2         5,6         -10,4%  

Table 5.6: Credit and net worth from financial institutions, 2015-2016 

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: Banco Central do Brasil 

 

 

Taking into consideration the whole period when the crisis’ burden was mostly felt 

(2014-16) helps to identify support to empirical findings when negative shocks arrive, as shown 

in Table 5.7: (a) credit supply is procyclical, so lower activity leads to lower supply; (b) so it is 

leverage, as intermediaries deleverage upon negative shocks downside their net worth; (c) this 

turns out in credit supply lowering at a higher rate than that observed for intermediaries’ equity.  

 

2014 2016 Period CAGR

Net Worth 559        537          -3,8% -1,9%

Credit 3.366     2.993      -11,1% -5,7%

Leverage 6,0         5,6         -7,6% -3,9%

Change

 

Table 5.7: Credit and net worth from financial institutions, 2014-2016. 

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: Banco Central do Brasil 

 

 

Finally, economy in 2017 looked more stable. GDP had a mild growth (1,0%), 

unemployment kept high but stable (12,8%), inflation ended below the lower-bound target. 

Number of corporate defaults fell (-21,8%), yet still higher than that of 2014 (+71,7%). A huge 

corruption scandal was unfolded involving the largest private-owned group in Brazil, JBS, and 

President Temer. At that time, however, a less leveraged private sector along with 

intermediaries holding a stronger credit portfolio after two years of tightened lending standards, 
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made both seemed more resilient to cope with shocks involving large private groups and 

politicians in Brasilia. Table 5.8 reports banks’ indicators for 2016-17: 

 

2016 2017 Change

Net Worth 537        573          6,6%

Credit 2.993     2.881      -3,7%

Leverage 5,6         5,0         -9,7%   

Table 5.8: Credit and net worth from financial institutions, 2016-2017. 

Figures in BRL billion, prices of 2017, deflated by IPCA. 

Source: Banco Central do Brasil 

 

 

Banks resumed profitability, while deleveraging persisted. Net worth growth should 

have enticed lending, mainly upon lower private sector leverage as per the credit supply 

function. On the other hand, demand continued on a downward trend as private agents kept 

deleveraging. Thus, lower credit demand might have played a role on this performance, as 

supported by the literature surveyed earlier. 

 

The VECM estimated provide insights on the dynamics followed in this period: 

demand for credit reacts positively to activity (ABS_GDP), collateral values (COLLAT), and 

leverage (CRED_RATIO). In 2017, activity slightly improved from 2016, as ABS_GDP moved 

from 84.4 to 84.9, yet the downward trend was only reversed in Q3 of that year. On the other 

hand, collateral prices dropped from 155.6 to 154.9, likewise leverage, which fell from 71.5 to 

68.6. Therefore, the effects from the variables that continued trending downwardly seemed to 

have compensated for the signal arriving from the domestic activity, yet that was just recently 

observed at the end of 2017. Thus, the VECM provides good insights and evidences that credit 

contraction might have endured, but driven by demand rather than supply.  

 

This may respond for the sluggish recoveries observed after a financial crisis. Major 

insight is that signals from a warmer activity and wealth effects might be necessary to 

compensate for deleveraging and, thus, stimulate demand for credit, otherwise free cash flows 

will keep being assigned to reduce debt.      
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6. Final Remarks 

 

“Non ridere, non lugere, neque detestari; sed intelligere” 

Spinoza16 

 

 

The empirical investigation conducted in this monograph planned to show that the 

recent credit cycle experienced in Brazil seems to validate a combination of hypothesis and 

conclusions surveyed in the recent literature. Besides those already approached throughout this 

essay, the following conclusions can be also derived: 

First, credit to the private sector seems to lead and delineate the most recent business 

cycles episodes. This is more evident the larger and more sophisticated the country’s financial 

system is and the more financial deepening is achieved, as also found in Brazil. Such evidences 

signal smooth access to credit, wide variety of funding sources and instruments, and more 

presence of debt and credit assets on non-financial balance sheets. These enhance the power of 

financial accelerators in making balance sheets more interconnected and interdependent. 

Second, fast and continuous growth of credit to the private sector that turn out in 

growing leverage increase financial fragility. Credit level and leverage exert strong influence 

on variables that also influence output, asset prices, economic activity, and credit decisions. 

Given this widespread influence, growing leverage and debt burdens leave the economy more 

vulnerable to unanticipated shocks that can potentially lead to real and financial disruptions as 

agents are less resilient to absorb their consequences.    

Third, the role played by financial intermediaries on the determination of credit supply 

and ultimately private-sector leverage. This supports conclusions that identify on the effects of 

their strategies, decisions, and operations the most powerful financial accelerator and 

transmission mechanism in modern economies. In particular, the equity base of intermediaries 

seems to be the core driver underlying credit cycles as the key lever for procyclical and 

leveraged changes in credit supply. Thus, improving our understanding of the dynamics of net 

worth changes – extending to regulatory, accounting, and managerial practices – is essential to 

                                                           
 

16 Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677), philosopher. The sentence is translated to English as “do not laugh, do not lament, 

do not curse; just understand”.  
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also improve understanding of the dynamics of credit markets as per their role in amplifying 

and spreading shocks throughout the economic system. 

This work did not intend to exhaustively address all empirical factors underlying the 

credit cycle in Brazil in the period evaluated. Rather, a contribution for the stream of empirical 

investigation of economic phenomena to shed lights on macrofinancial historic episodes upon 

applying principles and frameworks for Brazil. 

Further extensions may include variables omitted in the model proposed which 

presumably affect the ones comprised in this work, such as credit spreads, confidence surveys, 

debt service, exchange rate, inflation, etc. Decomposition of credit to the private sector may 

also provide further insights given distinct features and motivations. This can be done as per 

types of debtor (household and firms), creditor (state-owned, domestic private, and foreign 

banks; trade credit versus financial credit; bank credit versus capital markets, etc), and modality 

(earmarked versus unearmarked credit; short and long-term). In particular, the strong presence 

of state-owned banks in credit markets in Brazil leaves a question on the extent to which their 

strategies followed anticyclical policies. Notwithstanding acknowledging for this fact, this 

paper assumed this was more a matter of voluntary risk appetite and preferences than policy 

orientation, yet empirical investigation will be welcome to confirm. 
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